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Abbreviations  
 

The phonetic symbols used in this thesis follow the 1993 (revised to 1996) version of the 

IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet). Other symbols include the following:  

 
C, b   – consonant L   – low pitch 

V, u   – vowel Fo   – fundamental frequency 

[bubu]  – disyllabic word SG.   – singular 

σ    – syllable PL.   – plural 
CC-cluster – consonant cluster COMP.  – comparative 
Cvd-obst  – voiced obstruent POSS.   – possessive 

mCobst   – prenasalised obstruent UNSPEC.DEM.  – unspecified demonstrative 

Crhotic   – rhotic consonant RESP.  – respective form 

Cnasal   – nasal consonant IMP.    – imperative form 

.   – syllable boundary VRBL.   – verbaliser 

#   – word boundary NOM.   – nominal form 

≈  – free variation, e.g. [x]≈[y] SUFF.POSTP.  – suffixal postposition 

[å£]   – tense phonation (not IPA) INF.SUFF.   – infinitival suffix 

[å%]   – rising pitch ERG.   – ergative case 

[å]]   – falling pitch GEN.   – genetive case 

[å?]   – high(er) pitch VRB-EX.   – verb-existential 

[å#]   – low(er) pitch PQM.   – polar question marker 

H   – high pitch Q-MRK.   – question marker (factual) 

M   – mid pitch  

 

I have used the diacritics [  ,] for lax words. In the IPA the diacritic [  ,] refers to 

breathiness and therefore corresponds well to the phonetic realisation of lax voice (eg. in the 

word /aå,%/ [a™,%ˆ] ‘permanently swollen; gnarl; soap bubbles’). I have used the diacritic [ £] to 

denote tense voice, though conventionally in the IPA the symbol refers to voicing – I have 

used the diacritic in order to be able to distinguish between phonemic tense (or stiff) voice 

and conditioned laryngealisation. The symbol has been marked under the first vowel of the 

morpheme (eg. in the tense voiced word /s4å£/ [s4å£] ‘horse’). The IPA diacritic [  /] is used for 

laryngealisation (eg. in the word /d%i/ [>d/%i] ‘elder sister’). Laryngealisation often coincides 
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with tense voice in Limi, but laryngealisation also occurs in conjunction with glottal closures 

in both lax and tense words. 

I have attempted to present the data examples in both phonemic and phonetic form. The 

phonemic representation of a word is in slanted brackets / /. The square brackets [ ] denote 

phonetic (surface) realisation. At this stage I have refrained from marking pitch or phonation 

type in the phonemic representation where I have found the features difficult to distinguish. 

Therefore the slanted brackets / / indicate that I am certain of the phonemic status of only 

those contrastive elements which are present therein. If phonation type or pitch movement 

are not marked within the slanted brackets, I have not been able to define those prosodic 

elements as phonemic at this stage. When the symbol ‘/’ occurs within square brackets ([]) it 

denotes ‘alternative phonetic realisation’, e.g. [w.x]. Word to word glosses are presented 

with the angled brackets < >. To summarise, the following manner of notation shall be 

maintained: 

 
a. The transcription /bu%,/ [bu%,] indicates that all segments, that is the consonant and the 

vowel segment, the phonation type and pitch movement, are all considered to be 

phonemic. 

b. The transcription /bu%/ [bu%.u%,] indicates that the vowel is variably realised with 

breathiness (hence the symbol ‘/’ in the phonetic transcription). Lax voice has not been 

interpreted as phonemic in this case due to uncertainty of the phonemic status of the 

breathiness. 

 

The data referred to in this thesis can be heard on the accompanying CD. All of the data 

items are listed in Appendix 3 according to the page on which they appear in the thesis. For 

example, to hear the word /iå?j-kå#/ [iå?>kÀ#] ‘yak-SUFF.POSTP.’ which occurs on page 2 of this 

thesis, look in Appendix 3 for the words listed for page 2. Appendix 3 indicates that the word 

can be heard on the wave file ‘003.wav’ on the accompanying CD. Appendix 3 has the 

following layout: 



 v 

 

data item is found 

on this page of 

the thesis 

 

data item in phonetic or phonemic 

form and gloss 

notes wave file 

page 2 /iå?j-kå#/ [iå?>kÀ#] ‘yak-
SUFF.POSTP.’ 

extracted from sentential context 
[...fD#ˆvh?-ÏÀ# iå?>-kÀ# jå?k...] 

003.wav 
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1. Introduction 

 

This thesis attempts to give a preliminary phonological description of the Limi dialect of 

Humla Bhotia, a Tibetan-related language that has not previously been the subject of 

analysis. Research on Humla Bhotia was conducted between February and May 2000 in 

Kathmandu, Nepal. During this time I studied the Upper Humla dialect from 2nd February to 

24th April, and the Limi dialect from 17th April to 24th May. I have restricted this thesis to the 

analysis of the Limi dialect, but I will occasionally make reference to findings from the 

Upper Humla dialect. It should be stressed that due to the limited research time it would be 

irresponsible to state anything categorical on the complex phonological system and therefore 

I take full responsibility for any shortcomings or misconclusions made. 

Language data of the Limi dialect was collected from two mother-tongue speakers of the 

Limi dialect: Mr. Kunchok Tsangpo Lama (primary language informant and translator) and 

Ms. Yishi PuThik Lama. In this thesis I will refer to these informants as speaker 1 and 

speaker 2 respectively. Mr. Kunchok Lama is permanently resident in Kathmandu but came 

originally from the village of Jang. Ms. PuThik Lama is likewise from Jang and still spends a 

large portion of the year in the village. Four other Limi informants were interviewed for their 

opinions regarding the dialect boundaries within the language area and their language attitu-

des. The Upper Humla dialect was studied with Mrs. Khinzu Hongmo Lama who originally 

came from the village of Tumbo. 

Currently the only literature available on Humla Bhotia is concerned with anthro-

pological, cultural and economical issues. Fürer-Haimendorf (1988) gives an overview of the 

culture and economic structure of the Humla Tibetans, Levine (1982; 1988) describes 

aspects of the culture of the Nyinba community, Fürer-Haimendorf (1974) and Ross (1983) 

cover changes in the salt trading tradition, Goldstein (1975) reports on the situation of the 
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Limi community, and Rauber (1980) discusses the nomadic Humli Khyampa community. To 

my knowledge no linguistic description of any of the dialects of Humla Bhotia has been 

written to this day. I will make reference to synchronic descriptions on several languages 

which are related to Limi: Sherpa (Gordon 1970; Gordon et al. 1970; Schöttelndreyer et al. 

1970; Schöttelndreyer 1980; Watters 1999), Dzongkha (van Driem 1992), Lhomi (Vesalai-

nen et al. 1976), Kagate (Hoehlig et al. 1976), Gurung (Glover in Weidert 1987) and Stand-

ard Tibetan (Hari 1979; Goldstein 1991). 

I will attempt to analyse Limi phonology from a descriptive viewpoint, much along the 

lines followed by American structuralism (e.g. Pike 1966 [1947], 1967 [1948]). At this stage 

I will merely concentrate on describing the contrastive phonemic units, and taxonomic 

phonemics –  regardless of its limitations – is extremely useful in this practical endeavour.  

I have used the term phoneme to denote a sound unit which is used in order to 

distinguish a word from another word. This sound unit may be realised as phonetically 

similar conditioned variants in complementary distribution. The term free variants refers to 

phonetic variations of the phoneme which occur in the same environment. Clearly a 

description of a sound emphasising the sound’s contrastive features will be a mere abstract 

notation of the actual phonetic realisation, but it is necessary to avoid irrelevant parameters 

in the preliminary description. The term random variation will be used to denote sound 

variation which is not considered to be due to phoneme conditioning nor to free variantion 

but merely due to speaker-related idiosyncracies. Especially in prosodic analysis it has 

proved difficult to always determine between relevant and random variation in the phonetic 

realisation. 

The term morpheme refers to the root of a word. For example, the words /it%k4/ [i %́k4] 

‘village’ and /jå?qlå/ [jå?Qlå] ‘star’ are regarded as morphemes. Conversely, the word /iå?j-

kå#/ [iå?>kÀ#] ‘yak-SUFF.POSTP.’ is interpreted as being a polymorpheme, that is, it consists of 
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two separate morphemes: the word [iå?j] ‘yak’ and the suffix [-kå#] ‘SUFF.POSTP.’. The term 

‘polymorpheme’ also denotes a word which consists of two or more morphemes which 

combine to form a new concept. For example, the two morphemes /jGå/ [jGå] ‘mouth’ and 

[mx?lan] ‘sharp’ combine to form the concept /jGåmxlan/ [jGåmxlan] ‘sharp-edged’. 

In Chapter 2 I will briefly outline findings related to the language affiliation, location, 

population and dialects of Humla Bhotia. In Chapter 3 I will discuss methodological proce-

dures and problems in segmental analysis. Chapter 4 will cover the vowel phonemes and 

vowel clusters and in Chapter 5 I will consider the consonantal contrasts and variations. In 

Chapter 6 I will briefly outline the discussion on the development of tones in Tibeto-Burman 

languageuages, define the tone-bearing unit and the ‘four box’ tonal system according to 

which many related languages are described. Following this I will summarise the article 

‘Tonal Contrasts in Sherpa’ by Watters (1999) which has proved to be a valuable framework 

for my analysis of Limi. In Chapter 7  I will look at some of the methodological procedures 

used during prosodic analysis and discuss some of the problems encountered. In Chapter 8 I 

will study the syllable structure and prosodic elements of Limi: nasalisation, length, sentence 

intonation and phonation types and pitch movement in monosyllabic and disyllabic morphe-

mes. 

I am most grateful to my language informants Mr. Kunchok Tsangpo Lama and Ms. 

Yishi PuThik Lama. Thanks are also due to Mr. and Mrs. Wongmo Lama who permitted me 

to study Limi at their residence in Bouddha, my language informant Mrs. Khinzu Hongmo 

Lama and my translator Mr. Paljor Lama (Helambu Sherpa) who worked with Mrs. Lama 

and I on the Upper Humla dialect. Mr. Henk Munneke and Mr. Shankar Pokharel at SNV 

(Nederlandse Ontwikkelingsorganisatie) kindly helped in locating the latest available 

information on the population of the Humla region. I am indebted to Mr. & Mrs. Kevin and 

Teresa Kopp for their help in locating my first language assistant. 
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2. Language affiliation, location and population 

 

“The linguistic variations between these [Tibetanid] groups [of Nepal] should not be 
underestimated. The variants of Tibetan that are spoken here are usually referred to by 
writers as dialects, but the differences between some of them are greater than those 
between certain European languages. The Scandinavian ‘ languages’, for example, are 
mutually comprehensible; most of the Tibetan dialects are not.” (Ramble 1997:394); 
explanatory additions in brackets mine). 

 

Humla Bhotia is one of the many vernacular Tibeto-Burman languages lying on the southern 

slopes of the Himalayan mountain range. The language is classified by Grimes (ed. 

1992:690) as: “Sino-Tibetan, Tibeto-Burman, Bodic, Bodish, Tibetan, Central”. Humla 

Bhotia is primarily spoken in far northwestern Nepal in the region of Humla (Karnali Zone). 

More precisely the language is spoken in the villages northwest from the provincial town 

Simikot towards the border with China, and in the villages slightly northeast from Simikot. 

In addition, during the winter months groups of Humla Bhotia speakers can be found in 

Kathmandu and in areas south of the Karnali Zone. Currently some families reside 

permanently in Kathmandu. 

Though the term Humla Bhotia is in itself derogatory, my language informant from the 

village of Tumbo referred to her own language using this name. This is possibly due to her 

interpretation of the term as ‘Tibetans who speak the Humla variety of the Tibetan 

language’. Humla Bhotia could be regarded as an acceptable cover-term for the whole 

language in that it reflects both the location of the language area and the genetic affiliation of 

the language. Being unaware of any other term which would cover the language as a whole, 

my informant from Tumbo also used the term Phoke (a standard term for Tibetan; literally 

construed as ‘language of Pho’). My Limi informants were not aware of a comprehensive 

name which would cover all of the dialects spoken in Humla and consequently they referred 

to their language according to their own dialect, Limi.  
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Grimes (ed. 1992:690) suggests the alternative names Dangali or Phoke for Humla 

Bhotia. The (Nepali) term Dangali previously appeared in Fürer-Haimendorf (1988:284–

285): “An ethnic group of equally ambiguous character are the Dangali Khambas…”. Dan-

gali in this context most likely refers to the nomadic Humli Khyampa community. However, 

Rauber (1980:77 (ftn.4)) notes that she has never encountered this term being used for the 

Humli Khyampas. It would appear to be even less appropriate to refer to the whole language 

of Humla Bhotia with the term Dangali; all of my language informants maintained that the 

Humli Khyampa community is both culturally and dialectally distinct from the other 

Tibetan-speaking communities in Humla. 

Based on information from SNV (Nederlandse Ontwikkelingsorganisatie; personal com-

munication 27.9.2000) and Sharma (1999:DP802–803) there are approximately 4000–5000 

speakers of Humla Bhotia. More precise information is as yet unavailable. 

 

2.1. Dialects 

 

I was unfortunately not able to conduct a dialectal survey of Humla Bhotia in the primary 

language area and therefore I am forced to rely heavily on information gathered from those 

mother-tongue informants who were residing in Kathmandu at the time of this research. The 

following dialects are attested by speakers of Humla Bhotia:  

a. The northernmost dialect of Humla Bhotia is Limi which will be discussed in further 

detail in the following section. In this thesis I will concentrate on the phonology of this 

particular dialect. 

b. The second dialect is situated in the Humla Karnali valley between the villages of Kermi 

in the southeast and Ranipauwa in the northwest. These villages fall within 45 kilometres 
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of each other along the Mt. Kailash pilgrimage route into Tibet. My informant from 

Tumbo maintained that although there are slight vocabulary differences between the vil-

lages, all villagers speak some variant of the same dialect. Following Gurung 

(1979:103), I have chosen to call this dialect Upper Humla 1. I have chosen this term for 

practical reasons and have not heard it being used by native speakers of the region. 

c. La Yakba is said to be spoken in the villages situated in the Hekpa Khola and Talung 

Khola valleys. 

d. The southernmost dialect is Nyinba. According to Levine (1988:23; personal communi-

cation 11.4.2000) the community is situated east of Simikot and mainly spoken in the 

villages of Trangshod (Nepali: Burongse), Barkhang (Nepali: Baragaon), Todpa (Nepali: 

Turpa) and Nyimatang (Nepali: Limitang), and the hamlets of Langlo, Madangkogpo 

and Wutig. Levine (1988:19) reports that Nyinba speakers tend to use Nepali loanwords 

more frequently than speakers of other varieties of Humla Tibetan. 

e. The nomadic Humli Khyampa community possibly speak a fifth dialect of Humla 

Bhotia. All of my language informants maintained that Humli Khyampas speak a separa-

te variety of Humla Bhotia but that it is mutually intelligible with the other dialects of 

Humla Bhotia. The Humli Khyampas are reported to have temporary settlements in areas 

south of the Karnali district (eg. Bhajar and Surkhet) where they reside during the winter 

months. In the summer period they are said to spend time in Purang (in Tibet) where 

they engage in commerce, and on the plains north of Purang where they graze their 

livestock. All of my informants maintained that the Humli Khyampa community is both 

culturally and linguistically distinct from the nomadic herdsmen (Drokpa) of the Tibetan 

                                                   
1 Gurung (1979:103) states: “The upper Humla region, known as Sat Thaple and composed of the villages of Yalbang, Chala, 
Yangar, Muchu, Tumo and Yari, had a population of 690 in 1971.” 
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plateau. Moreover, the language spoken by the Drokpa herdsmen was said to be 

mutually unintelligible with any of the dialects of Humla Bhotia. 

 

In Figure 1 I have attempted to present tentative boundaries for the Limi (a), Upper 

Humla (b) and La Yakba (c) dialects. The dialect boundaries of these dialects are based on 

accounts given by six Limi informants and one informant from the village of Tumbo. The 

boundaries for the Nyinba dialect (d) are based on Levine (1988:23). 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Estimate dialect boundaries of the four main dialects of Humla Bhotia 2 

 

The degree of mutual intelligibility between these dialects was not studied. Levine 

(1988:269) maintains that the Nyinba dialect is “...nearly unintelligible to other Humla 

Tibetans”. However, all of my language informants were of the opinion that though there are 

slight variations in vocabulary, all of the dialects are mutually intelligible. As far as I could 

                                                   
2 The map in Figure 1 is extraced from NEPA MAPS (PAOLO GONDONI). Kailãs Mãnasarõvar: Trekking Routes from Humla to 
Tibet. More precise maps of the region are as yet unavailable. Appendix 2 provides other maps of South Asia, Nepal and the 
primary language area. 

a 

b 

c 

d 

Tibet 
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understand my language informants based their views of dialectal boundaries primarily on 

linguistic difference. However, the extent to which these distinctions could also be motivated 

by cultural or geographical factors is unclear. 

Fürer-Haimendorf states (1975:269–270, explanatory addition in brackets mine): 

 

“The most striking peculiarity of this (social) system, and one which distinguishes the Humla 
Bhotias quite clearly from Sherpas and many other Bhotia communities of Nepal is their division 
into named clusters of villages of unequal status which affects the rules of intermarriage. …In 
Humla the groupings are as follows: 1. Satthpale comprising Yari, Tumkot, Mun-chu, Yangar, 
Yalbang and Chala. 2. Syandephale comprising Khangalgaon and Jadkholchi. 3. Panchsati 
comprising Kermi, Chyaduki, Dhinga, Yakba and Tangen. 4. Barthpale comprising Buraungshe, 
Turpa, Nimatang and Baragaon. 5. Limi comprising Jil, Halji and Jang”. 

 

It is interesting to note that these village groups correspond neatly with the dialectal 

distinctions maintained by my language informants: ‘Satthapale’ and ‘Syandephale’ corres-

ponds with Upper Humla, ‘Panchsati’ with La Yakba, ‘Barthapale’ with Nyinba and ob-

viously Limi with ‘Limi’. It is clear that marital limitations –  in addition to the geographical 

boundaries in the region – may well have over time enforced linguistic division. More accu-

rate information on dialectal intelligibility amongst the speakers of Humla Bhotia is unavai-

lable for this thesis.  

 

2.2. The Limi dialect 

 

Goldstein (1975:90) maintains that: “The Limi inhabitants speak a Western Tibetan 

dialect...” whereas Grimes (1992:690) classifies Humla Bhotia as Central Tibetan. The 

dialect consists of speakers from the villages along the Limi Khola river towards the north-

east: Til, Halji, Sunkhani, Limi and Jang. Whether the villages southwest of Til or those 

villages northeast of Jang belong to the Limi community is unclear. 
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Limi informants referred to the other dialects of Humla Bhotia as ‘colloquial variations’, 

‘slang forms’ or ‘dialects’ of Limi. From this it appears that Limi should not be considered a 

separate language from the other dialects in Humla. Further reasearch should take into 

consideration how Limi (and the other dialects of Humla Bhotia) relates to the language 

spoken by the inhabitants of Purang. Fürer-Haimendorf (1975:270) mentions that prior to the 

Chinese takeover of Tibet the inhabitants of Limi intermarried with inhabitants of Purang. 

Based on information from SNV (personal communication 27.9.2000) and Sharma 

(1999:DP802–803) there are approximately 1100 speakers of the Limi dialect. More precise 

information is as yet unavailable. The language spoken in Limi seems to have a relatively 

strong vitality; it is spoken in the primary language area, and amongst both young and old 

members of the Limi community speakers who reside more permanently in Kathmandu. 

However, concern was voiced on several occasions about how the rapid change in culture 

and the breakdown of the socio-economic structure could endanger the future of the 

language (cf. also Fürer-Haimendorf 1974, 1988; Goldstein 1975; Ross 1983).  
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3. Methodology: procedures and problems in segmental analysis 

 

The findings of the following segmental analysis are based on approximately 600 words 

elicited in isolation, consonant and tone frames, individually elicited sentences and five texts 

containing altogether 117 sentences. The data was mainly elicited from two mother tongue 

speakers of Limi.  

In order to isolate contrastive segments in a language the researcher must start with ana-

lysing words in isolation (i.e. the paradigmatic approach). However, since language is first 

and foremost a means of communication, words which are elicited in isolation represent a 

mere abstraction of the language at hand. It follows from this that words must also be 

checked in sentential environment (i.e. the syntagmatic approach). I fully agree with Bou-

quiaux et al. (1992:97–98) that both the paradigmatic and syntagmatic approaches are neces-

sary in the elementary stages of phonological analysis. 

The methodology outlined above was followed in this thesis: the distinctive segments 

and their free and conditioned variants were initially extracted from words elicited in isola-

tion by means of substitution. These were then checked for other environmental variation in 

sentential context. Likewise, prosodic elements are initially studied on words elicited in 

isolation and then – where possible – checked in substitution frames. However, words which 

are elicited in isolation are often pronounced more accurately than words which occur in the 

speech stream. This presents problems especially in prosodic analysis and will be studied in 

more detail in Chapter 7. 

A speaker will not articulate a sound every time in exactly the same way. The limits 

according to which a sound can variate without being interpreted by a mother tongue speaker 

as another sound are language-specific. For example, in Limi the laminal grooved post-
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alveolar fricative [R] (/R/) contrasts with the flat apico-retroflex fricative [ß27] (/q7/). It is the 

language competence of speakers of the language which determines the degree to which [ß27] 

may be realised with a more grooved than flat articulation, or with a more laminal than 

apical articulation without the sound being interpreted as [R]. It follows from this that in 

order to be able to determine the legal variations of a sound – and hence be totally certain of 

the contrastive phonemes – one must analyse the speech of several speakers. In this respect I 

hope that the simultaneous input from two informants has reduced the danger of analysing an 

idiolect, but nevertheless I realise that a broader survey is imperative in order to reach more 

solid conclusions on the phonology. 

There are also other shortcomings in the data available. Firstly, the word data base is in-

sufficient. Furthermore, several crucial questions have risen having left Nepal but checking 

at this stage is not possible. In the following chapters I will refer to the issues which further 

research will need to take into consideration. 
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4. Vowels 

 

4.1. Vowel phonemes 

 

The vowel phonemes of Limi are the following: 

 
front central back  

unrounded rounded unrounded rounded 

close .h. .x.  .t. 

mid .d. .N.  .n. 

open   .å.  

Table 1. Vowel segments of Limi 
 

The close front unrounded vowel phoneme /h/ is realised as [h] in open non-nasalised 

syllables. In closed syllables with obstruent or sonorant codas /h/ has the variants [H] or [Û] 

(much similar to Dzongkha, according to van Driem 1992:55). In some cases I found it 

difficult to distinguish between [H] and [d] when the vowels appear in normal speech. In 

elicitation even one native speaker was occasionally confused between [H] and [d] when 

repeating words after another native speaker. Possibly [Hfl] resembles [d(] when nasalised, for 

example [sH(èˆ.d(èˆmå#] ‘SUFF.POSTP.(above, on top of)’. This area should be covered by further 

research. 

Regardless of the variation of the phoneme /h/, the phonemes /h/ and /d/ are clearly 

contrastive as shown by the words /oh/ [oh] ‘hip’ and /od£/ [od£] ‘example’. The mid front 

unrounded vowel phoneme /d/ is realised in open syllables as [d]. In closed syllables the 

phoneme is realised as [d] when the coda is a sonorant and [D] when the coda is a plosive. 

Note the contrast between /h/ and /d/ in the words /oGds4/ [oGDs4{] ‘to take-PAST’ and /oGhs4/ 

[oGHs4{] ‘to open-IMP.’. 
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 The close front rounded vowel phoneme /x/ is realised as [x] in open and closed 

syllables. The mid front rounded vowel phoneme /N/ is realised as [N]. Interestingly, the front 

rounded vowels /y/ and /N/ are not found in the earlier descriptions of Sherpa. However, 

Watters (1999:57–58) maintains that the vowels are used in Sherpa in Tibetan loan words. 

The vowels are found in Tibetan (Hari 1979:28; Goldstein 1991:9). Vesalainen et al. 

(1976:31) find the vowels in Lhomi. Hoehlig et al. (1976:34–37) do not encounter the 

vowels in Kagate (they do find the central vowels [O] and [´] as the conditioned variants of 

the back vowel phonemes /n/ and /t/ respectively). 

The open central unrounded vowel phoneme /å/ has several variants. Firstly, there 

appears to be a degree of conditioning on [å] which follows one of the palatals [b+bg+Ï+i]. 

In this environment [å] tends to be realised as [å*.P], for example in the word /iåk4/ [iPk4] 

‘bancrupt’. However, for some reason this is not always the case. For example, in the word 

/båM/ [bÀ(M] ‘wild horse’ the vowel is raised from [å] to [À] but not forwarded to [P]. Whether 

this is due to nasalisation on the vowel or the affect of the following back nasal is not clear. 

Secondly, [å] is occasionally realised as [À.™]. This type of centralisation is found in two 

environments: in the second syllable of disyllabic words especially after voiced consonants 

(regardless of the phonation type), and in lax monosyllabic words. For example in the words 

/sRGtqå/ [sRGtQÀ.Àˆ] ‘millstone’ and /aå,%/ [a™,%ˆ] ‘permanently swollen; gnarl; soap 

bubbles’. 

The close back rounded vowel phoneme /t/ is normally articulated as [t]. Following a 

palatal consonant the phoneme is forwarded and realised as [t*/´], for example in the word 

/it%k4/ [i %́k4] ‘village’. The mid back rounded vowel phoneme /n/ is often realised as [ç] but 

also occurs in free variation with [n]. The vowel [ç] occurs more frequently in syllables with 

more prominence, for example in the second syllable of the word /cyn#vn?/ [cyn(òvç?] ‘cross 
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between a yak and a cow’. Variation is most likely a speaker-related issue since the two 

informants articulate the phoneme slightly differently. 

 Table 2 illustrates the seven vowel phonemes following voiceless bilabial plosives: 

 

 .o.  .oG.  

.h. /oh/ [oh] ‘hip’ /oGh/ ZoGh>\ ‘to wipe’ 

 /ahÒm4/ ZaH%m4\ ‘to give-IMP.’ /oGhs4/ [oGHs4{] ‘to open-IMP.’ 

.d. /od£/ [od£] ‘example’ /oGdi/ ZoGdi\ ‘that’ 

 /ad,%/ [ad,%ˆ] ‘to hide’ /oGds4/ [oGDs4{] ‘to take-PAST’ 

.x. /oxm4/ [ox(m4\ ‘sibling; brothers & sisters’ /oGx(ix/ [oGx(Òix#>] ‘to boil over’ 

.N. ZoNˆ\ ‘juniper; to shift, to move’ /ogNs4/ [ogNs4{] ‘to take’ 

 /aN,%/ [aN,%ˆ] ‘temporarily swollen; hidden’   

.å. /oå£M/ [oå(£M] ‘ground with grass’ /oGå-kå#/ ZoGå?kÀ#.å#\ ‘over there’ 

 /aå,%/ [a™,%ˆ] ‘permanently swollen; gnarl; 
soap bubbles’ 

/oGåj/ ZoGåj{\ ‘pig’ 

.t. /ot/ Zot\ ‘hair, whiskers’ /oGt Ïåo/ ZoGt ÏÀ.Po{\ ‘to blow-VRBL.’ 

 /at,/ [at,] ‘insect’ /oGtˆ/ ZoGtˆ\ ‘cave’ 

.n. /on/ Zoç\ ‘to throw (the water) away-PAST’ /oGn/ ZoGç\ ‘male’ 

 /an,/ Zan,\ ‘edge’   

Table 2. Vowel phonemes with variants following word-initial bilabial plosives 

 

The glottal plosive [>] occurs in word-initial position preceding word-initial vowels, for 

example in the words /å#lcYn?j/ [≈>å/#lcYç?j{] ‘ear’ and /t/ [>t/] ‘breath’. Glottal plosives are 

also found word-finally; this will be discussed in Section 8.1. Word-initial glottal plosives 

cause laryngealisation on following vowels and word-final glottal plosives cause laryng-

ealisation on preceding vowels. This laryngealisation occurs on both words with lax 

phonation and words with tense phonation and is regarded as natural conditioning. 
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4.2. Vowel clusters 

 

The following vowel clusters were identified: /nå(ˆ/ as in [jnå(ˆ] ‘yak’s hide’ and /tˆå/ as in 

[lt?ˆ™] ‘mist, fog’. However, these words were also articulated as [jtå(ˆ] and [lt?ˆt™] 

respectively. The vowel cluster in the word [jgnd] ‘NP[PRONOUN] 3RD.PL.’ was articulated rela-

tively consistently as [nd] but the word was also articulated as [jgntd]. It seems therefore 

that if vowels occur adjacent within a word they tend to be divided by an approximant-like 

segment, here [t]. It is possible that the labiovelar approximant is used in order to mark the 

syllable boundary. The only exception to this rule which has been encountered so far was the 

word /¸Gn(òåè(ˆ/ [¸Gn(òåè(ˆ] ‘a type of edible root’. I suspect this is also articulated as [¸Gn(òtåè(ˆ] 

though no evidence is available in the data. Sharma (1994:47) finds the same phenomenon of 

glidal emergence in several Tibeto-Himalayan languages (explanatory additions in italics 

mine): 

 
”...in the (word) medial positions they (/j/ and  /w/) occur in inter-vocalic positions only, mostly 
as a result of glidal emergence of vocalic sequences viz., front+back or back+back vowels.” 
 

In the languages Sharma refers to the approximants contrast in word-initial position but 

are virtually non-existent in word-final position. In Limi, however, [v] is contrastive in both 

word-initial and word-final positions. Consider, for example, the contrast between the words 

/t/ [>t/] ‘breath’ and /vt/ [v.˜t] ‘NP[PRONOUN] 2ND.SG.RESP.’, and the words /srGåÒv/ [srGå%v•] 

‘grandson’ and /srGå/ [srGå] ‘salt’. The approximant /i/ is also contrastive in both of these 

positions. Both approximants seem to contrast intervocalically: for example in the words 

/oGx(ix/ [oGx(Òi6x#>] ‘to boil over’, /hvh/ [>h/èv•h] ‘old woman’ and /jGå#vd?/ [jGå#v•D?] ‘one type 

of yak’. The question is left open for further research. What can be said for certain is that no 

vowel clusters occur within the same syllable; each syllable contains only one vowel nucleus 
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whether this be a short vowel ([u]) or geminate ([uˆ]) vowel. If vowels occur adjacent within 

a word the vowel segments belong to separate syllables. 
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5. Consonants 

 

The following consonant phonemes are found in Limi: 

 

 Bi
la

bi
al

 

D
en

ta
l &

 A
lv

eo
la

r 

La
m

in
o-

po
st

-a
lv

eo
la

r 

Ap
ic

o-
re

tr
of

le
x 

Pa
la

ta
l 

Ve
la

r 

G
lo

tta
l 

Plosive        

 voiceless unaspirated o s4  ¸ b j  

 voiceless aspirated og s4g  ¸g bg jg  

 voiced unaspirated a c4  Á Ï f  

 voiced prenasalised la m4c4  ÙÁ (?) Mf  

Affricate         

 voiceless unaspirated  sr sR     

 voiceless aspirated  srg sRg     

 voiced unaspirated  cy cY     

 voiced prenasalised  mcy mcY     

Fricative         

 voiceless  r R    g 

 voiced   y Y     

 voiced prenasalised  my (?) (?)     

Nasal  l m4   ı M  

Rhotic         

 voiceless    q7    

 voiced    q    

Approximant         

 lateral  k4      

 central (v)    i v  

Table 3. Contrastive phonemes in Limi 
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Whereas all consonant phonemes occur contrastively in word-initial position, aspiration 

and voicing are neutralised word-medially and word-finally. The alveolar affricate and 

fricative segments are assigned to the set of dental phonemes. This is based on the 

assumption that physiologically the fricative element [r] can be articulated with more ease in 

the alveolar (or perhaps post-dental) region. 

The palatal set is more complicated. At this stage the plosives [b+bg+Ï] have been 

interpreted as independent phonemes; not as their velar counterparts /j+jg+f+Mf/ followed 

by the palatal approximant /i/. Neither has [ı] been treated as /m4/+/i/ or /M/+/i/ but as /ı/. 

This analysis is based on the observation that in this data the velar consonants (and possibly 

dental nasal) are the only instances where the palatal approximant could be seen as the first 

element to a CC-cluster. I question why /i/ does not occur after bilabial consonants, nor after 

most dental consonants, nor after post-alveolar or retroflex consonants? 3 

On the other hand, it should be added that in many studies of related Tibeto-Burman 

languages the palatals have been interpreted as /segment/+/i/. Moreover, whereas /o+s4+j/ 

are found word-finally, palatal plosives are not found in this position (neither is /¸/ found 

word-finally). Since word-final [CC]-clusters do not occur, the question arises whether 

palatals do not occur word-finally because they are phonemically clusters of [C]+[i]? 

Finally, /consonant/+/v/-sequences do occur word-initially, and therefore one might assume 

that also /consonant/+/i/-sequences occur.  The lack of [Cj]-clusters in the data available is 

most likely a random gap in the data. However, the issue is left open for further research.  

 

                                                   
3 There are possible exceptions in the data. Whether the word [c4ht%.t%ˆ] ‘bullet’ should be treated as /c4hò-tèˆ/ or /c4it%ˆ/ is 
uncertain. Likewise, the word [sRåˆ] ‘iron’ has the variant [sriåˆ]. Whether the word should be seen as /sriåˆ/ is 
uncertain.  
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5.1. Plosives 

 

5.1.1. Word-initial plosives 

 

The analyst is first struck by a three-way distinction between word-initial voiceless 

unaspirated (/o+s4+¸+b+j/), voiceless aspirated (/oG+s4G+¸G+bG+jG/) and voiced plosives  

(/a+c4+Á+Ï+f/). Figure 2 presents spectrogram evidence for contrast in aspiration between 

the plosives /¸G/ and /¸/ in the words /¸Gåj/ [¸Gåj{] ‘blood’ and /¸åM/ [¸å(M] ‘scale, bean 

balance’:  

 
Phonetic transcription: 
            [                ¸  G å           j{     ]               [             ¸ å(      M            ] 

 
Figure 2. Contrast of aspiration between the word-initial phonemes /¸G/ and /¸/  

 

However, the three-way contrast between voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated and 

voiced was found to be insufficient in describing word-initial plosives in Limi. In certain 

instances there appeared to be contrast between two types of voiced plosives, e.g. between 

the word for ‘door’ ([fTYPE1n]) and the word for ‘head’ ([fTYPE2n]). Initially the words were 

identified in isolation where the contrast was difficult to detect and I was misled into 

considering the contrast to be due to breathiness on the voiced plosive onset or the nucleus 
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vowel of [fTYPE2n] ‘head’, or due to a contrast in pitch. Under closer scrutiny both of these 

initial conclusions proved incorrect. The raw waveforms of the two words in isolation shows 

some kind of prevoicing prior to the plosive onset. Figure 3 illustrates the raw waveform of 

the words [fTYPE1n] ‘door’ and  [fTYPE2n] ‘head’: 

 
Phonetic transcription [fTYPE1n] ‘door’: 
                [ f      n             ]                                   [ f      n              ] 

 
Phonetic transcription [fTYPE2n] ‘head’: 

              [  M   f7  n               ]                                 [ M   f 7  n               ] 

 
Figure 3. Raw waveforms and pitch traces of the words [fTYPE1n] ‘door’ and  [fTYPE2n] ‘head’ 

 

It becomes evident that [fTYPE2] is a prenasalised plosive /Mf/. Therefore, the contrast 

between the two word-initial voiced plosives is in fact /f/ versus /Mf/, as in the words /fn/ 

[fn] ‘door’ and /Mfn/ [Mfn] ‘head’. The pitch trace in Figure 3 shows that the segment which 

occurs prior to the plosive is pronounced on a lower frequency than the nucleus vowel of the 

following syllable. Moreover, the voicing of the plosive seems to be reduced (note the break 

in the pitch trace during the articulation of the plosive). The difference between the two 

onset types was highlighted when the words were contrasted in identical sentential context. 
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In the speech stream the prevoiced element preceding the velar plosive in the word for ‘head’ 

is realised as a velar nasal: 

 
a. [fTYPE1n] ‘door’ à [[Må\ fn ZMå s4gx>]] <[I] door [five see]> ‘I see five doors’ 

b. [fTYPE2n] ‘head’ à [[Må\ Mf 7n ZMå s4gx>]] <[I] head [five see]> ‘I see five heads’ 

 

Figure 4 presents spectrogram evidence for the prenasal segment in substitution frame 

[[Må\ Mf7n ZMå s4gx>]] ‘I see five heads.’ The first to the third formants are marked on the 

spectrogram with the letters ‘A’ to ‘C’ respectively:  
 
Phonetic transcription: 
            [   M å(     M          f7     n(       ]         [M å(     M             f7       n(   ] 

 
Figure 4. Spectrogram evidence for the prenasal segment in sentential context 

 

Ladefoged et al. (1997:116) state: “The steady state portion of a voiced nasal consonant 

is characterized acoustically by a low frequency first resonance with greater intensity than 

other resonances. The higher resonances have lower amplitude.” The spectrogram in Figure 

4 corresponds relatively well to this description: the prenasal segment of [Mfn] ‘head’ shows 

up in spectrogram analysis as greater intensity on the first formant and a lowering of the first 

and second formants following the vowel [å(]. 

B 
A 

C 
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Prenasalisation was found on all word-initial plosives and obstruents except for the 

palatal plosive. For some reason prenasalisation was not encountered on word-initial 

obstruents of disyllabic words. Prenasalisation appears in monosyllables at the following 

places of articulation:  

 

 /Cvd-obst/-onset /mCobst/-onset 

Bilabial /at,/ [at,] ‘insect’ /lat,/ [lat,] ‘to carry on one’s back’ 

Dental /c4Ns4/ [c4Ns4] ‘to sit-IMP.’ /m4c4å/ [m4c47å\ ‘arrow’ 

Alveolar /yN%ˆ/ [yN%ˆ>] ‘to make-PAST’ possibly [y.myh] ‘to catch’ 

possibly [y.myH(Òm] ‘a precious stone’ 

 /cyå,/ [cy™,] ‘place with many rocks’ possibly [cy.mcyx,m4] ‘a lie’  
Post-alveolar /YN%/ [YN%ˆ>] ‘to milk (a cow)’ unidentified 

 /cYå,%q§/ [cY™,%ß72] ‘to fix’  /mcYn%q/ [mcYç%q] ‘to receive’ 

Retroflex /Áhˆ/ [Áhˆ] ‘to sit together’ /ÙÁx/ [ÙÁx>] ‘to go-PRESENT’ 

Palatal /Ïd / [Ïd] ‘eight’ unidentified 

Velar /ft/ [ft.tˆ] ‘nine’ possibly [Mf.ft] ‘to be appreciated’ 

Table 4. Data evidence for contrast between voiced obstruent and prenasalised obstruent 
 

Van Driem (1992:65) encounters a four-way contrast in Dzongkha between /s+sg+c and 

c7/. Interestingly, Van Driem (1992:65) finds two contrastive word-initial voiced plosives in 

Dzongkha, namely modally voiced /f/ and devoiced /f7/. Van Driem names the plosive /f7/ 

devoiced for reasons related to the orthography and to the historical status of the consonant, 

though in phonetic terms the plosive itself is voiceless while the following vowel nucleus 

following the plosive is articulated with breathy voice. 

Watters (1999:58) observes that prevoiced consonants is the only set of voiced conso-

nants in the Sherpa language (Watters uses ‘prevoicing’ for what I call ‘prenasalisation’). 

The prevoiced consonants are reported as having a prevoiced onset with a voiceless plosive, 

though occasionally the plosive is fully voiced. Watters also finds word-medial prevoiced 

obstruents. The most striking difference between Sherpa and Limi is that Sherpa maintains a 
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three-way contrast between voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated and prevoiced plosives 

(eg. between /s+sg+ms/) whereas Limi shows a four-way contrast between (eg. between /s4/, 

/s4g/, /c4/, and /m4c74/). Sherpa and Limi seem to be similar in that the plosive following prenasal 

segment is often devoiced; in Limi in some cases the plosive is, however, fully voiced both 

in words elicited in isolation and in words which occur in the speech stream. 

The previously presented evidence for the contrast of [fn] and [Mf7n] in Limi seems 

unanimous. However, there seems to be a slight inconsistency in the articulation of /Cvd-obst/ 

and /mCobst/. In some cases when eliciting words in isolation prenasalisation is present where 

it might not be expected, and vice versa. Firstly, for example, in the elicitation of the word 

/aåj/ [aåj] ‘mask‘ the recording reveals: [[aåj‘\speaker 1 Zaåj{ laåj{ aåj{]speaker 2]. It is 

obvious that this discrepancy in such cases could be due to a mistake in elicitation or to mis-

timing in voicing (i.e. the voicing for [a] begins just after the unreleased velar [j{] but just 

before the articulation of the plosive [a] – in this case the prevoiced segment would be 

expected to be non-nasal). Secondly, the word [Mf7n] ‘head’ appears twice in one of the 

collected texts: in the first elicitation the prenasalisation is present and realised as [M], in the 

second elicitation the prenasal is not present at all. Further research is clearly needed in this 

respect. 

Spriggs (1991:94–95) warns that in Lhasa Tibetan confusion may occur between the 

read pronunciation of Tibetan nasal-obstruent clusters (where a nasal segment is present) and 

with the spoken (i.e. unwritten) counterpart (where no nasal segment is present). I have 

presumed that this is not a problem in Limi since no orthography has been established for the 

language, and I also seriously doubt the written form of Standard Tibetan would have 

affected the pronunciation of my language informants. 

I have regarded all homorganic and heterorganic word-medial nasal-obstruent clusters as 

occuring at syllable boundaries. Therefore nasal-obstruent clusters are dealt with as 
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[CVCnasal.CobstV] and not as [CV.mCobstV], for example in the words /jå#M-aå?/ [jÀ#Maå?] ‘foot’ 

and /å#l-cYn?j/ [≈>å/#lcYç?j{] ‘ear’. Plosive-plosive clusters are also interpreted as occuring 

at syllable boundaries, as in the word /k4å#j-oå?/ [k4å#joå?] ‘hand, arm’. 

Word-final consonant clusters do not occur. The only possible word-final consonant 

cluster encountered thus far is the word-final [hs4{] in /myNs4{/ [myNhs4{] ‘storeroom’. How-

ever, the glide [h] in [hs4{#] could well be caused by the elision of the close-mid vowel [N] 

with the following dental plosive. Therefore, due to the total absence of other word-final 

consonant clusters this word has been treated as /my7Ns4/. The same does not seem to happen 

in the words /ogNs4/ [ogNs4{] ‘to take’ or /sRNs4/ [sRNs4{] ‘to cut-IMP.’. 

The retroflex plosives are apical and therefore no retroflexion is heard on the preceding 

or following vowels. Following the plosives /¸+¸g and Á. there is a slight ‘fricative-like’ 

sound which could be transcribed as [¸ß27+¸ß27
gand Áß2\ respectively (cf. spectrogram in Figure 

2). However, since there is no evidence of [CCrhotic]-clusters in Limi phonology the the 

rhotic-like fricative has been regarded as an inherent part of the plosive release and not as a 

phonemically relevant rhotic segment. The apico-retroflex rhotics /q§+q/ ([ß27+ß¢]) have not 

been interpreted as retroflex sibilant phonemes since both of these sounds have the free and 

environmentally conditioned variants [Q§+q§] and [Q+q] respectively. 

 

5.1.2. Word-medial and word-final plosives 

 

Aspiration is neutralised in word-medial position except in polymorphemes where the first 

consonant of the second morpheme may retain its aspiration (eg. /¸tqjGt/ [¸tQjG.ft] ‘root 

soup’ from the morphemes [¸tQ] ‘a certain type of edible root’ and [jgt] ‘soup’). Voicing is 

neutralised word-medially (eg. [k4x#,o.a™?,] ‘spit, sputum’). Word-medially, following /j., the 
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phoneme /o/ tends to have the variants [v], [A] or [U] (eg. /lå?joå/ [lå?faÀ . lå?joÀ . 

lå?fUÀ] ‘son-in-law’). As mentioned previously, prenasalised plosives do not occur word-

medially. The retroflex plosive /¸/ is only found word-medially in polymorphemes where the 

second, third or fourth morpheme begins with /¸/. 

Aspiration and voicing are neutralised word-finally. Prenasalisation is absent in this 

position. The bilabial, dental and velar plosives are found word-finally but the retroflex and 

palatal plosives are absent. In West-Bodish languages word-final plosives are often voiceless 

and unreleased. The same applies in Limi. In word-final position /o+s4+j/ tend to be unrelea-

sed though slight or heavy release also occur as in the words /lhj/ [lHj‘/j{] ‘eye’, /m4åo/ 

[m4å(og.o{] ‘nasal mucus’ and /c4å#laå?j/ [c4À#laå?j‘.j{] ‘mud’. This is clearly a speaker-rela-

ted issue.  

A word-final velar plosive tends to be realised as a uvular plosive [p{] when preceded 

by the vowel /ç/ as in the word .qå#Ïn?j/ [ß¢å#Ïç?p{] ‘horn’, or occasionally when preceded by 

the vowel /å/ as in the word /¸Gåj/ [¸Gåj{] ‘blood’. Utterance-finally [j{#] may occur in 

free variation with [>].  

Another interesting feature of Limi is the word-final dental plosive. According to 

Benedict (1972:14), in reconstructed Tibeto-Burman all plosives and nasals are present in 

syllable-final position. DeLancey (1990:76) states that originally voiceless plosives, nasals 

and /r/, /q/, /k/, /v/ and /i/ occur syllable-finally but that in time restrictions have emerged in 

daughter-languages as to the occurrence of consonants in this position. In some West-Bodish 

languages the word-final plosive is present (e.g. in Lhomi according to Vesalainen 1976:58) 

and in some languages it is absent (e.g. in Kagate according to Hoehlig et al. 1976:50). In 

Limi dental plosives occur word-finally.  
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5.2. Affricates and fricatives 

 

The affricate and fricative sets consist of the following phonemes: (/sr+ srG+ cy+ mcy+ 

sR+ sRG+ cY+ mcY+ r+ y+ my+ R+ Y/). At this stage it seems that all of these thirteen 

phonemes contrast in word-initial position as the data in the following table seems to 

suggest: 
 
sr /srå/ [srå] ‘grass’ /srNˆ/ [srNˆ] ‘to cook-PAST’ 

srG /srGå/ [srGå] ‘salt’ /srGNˆ/ [srGNˆ>] ‘colour’ 

cy /cyå(,Ò/ [cy™(,Òˆ] ‘pot’ /cyn#vn?/ [cyn(òvç?] ‘cross between a yak and a cow’ 
mcy possibly [cy.mcyx,m4] ‘a lie’ 

sR /sRt/ [sRt] ‘ten’ /sRNs4/ [sRNs4{] ‘to cut-IMP.’ 

sRG /sRGt/ [sRGt] ‘water’ /sRGNˆ/ [sRGNˆ] ‘religion, religious scripture’ 

cY /cYå,%q§/ [cY™,%ß72] ‘to fix’  [cYHòm4c4hè] ‘heavy’ 

mcY /mcYn%q/ [mcYç%q] ‘to receive’ /mcYx%,/ [mcYx%,̂ >] ‘to touch’ 

r [rå] ‘one type of edible grass’ /rN%/ [rN%ˆ>] ‘to eat-PAST 1ST.PL.’ 

y /yN%ˆ/ [yN%ˆ>] ‘to make-PAST’  

my possibly /myn/ [myç] ‘shape’ possibly /yx/ [yx>] ‘to make-PRESENT’ 

R /Rnj/ [Rçj{] ‘to come-IMP.’ /RNs4/ [RNs4{] ‘to comb’ 

Y /Yt/ [Yt] ‘bow (weapon)’ /YN%/ [YN%ˆ>] ‘to milk (a cow)’ 

Table 5. Data evidence for contrast between affricates and fricatives in Limi 
 

There are, however, inconsistencies in the data available. Firstly, the contrasts between 

/R/ and /ri/ is uncertain. In most places that /r/ and /R/ contrast in word-initial position. 

However, in the word /RNs4/ ‘to comb’ the phoneme /R/ is articulated with the two variants 

[R] and [ri]. Likewise, the phoneme /sR/ has the two free variants [sR] and [sri] as in the 

word [sR.riåˆ] ‘iron’. At this stage I will refrain from interpreting [R] as the palatalised 

variant of /r/ (i.e. /r/+/i/). Interestingly, in the related language Kagate /r/ is reported to be 

realised as [R] when followed by [d], [h] or [i] (Hoehlig et al. 1976:20). However, consider 

the Limi words /rd%/ [rd%ˆ] ‘to eat-PAST 1ST.SG.’ versus /Rdˆ/ [Rdˆ] ‘to recognise’ and /rhj/ 
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[rHj{] ‘to tell-PRESENT’ vs. /Rhj/ [RHj{] ‘body louse’; the Limi data is mostly consistent in 

contrasting /r/ and /R/ word-initially preceding [h] and [d]. Moreover, in some cases /Y/ is 

found to have the free variant [cY], especially in the speech stream. Further research is 

clearly necessary to clarify the phonemic status of Limi affricates and fricatives. 

 Secondly, the prenasalised phonemes are also unclear. I can be relatively sure about the 

occurrence of /mcY/ as in /mcYn%q/ [mcYç%q] ‘to receive’. This leads to a possible three-way 

contrast between the post-aveolar phonemes /Y/, /cY/ and /mcY/ as the following words seem 

to suggest: /Yt%/ [Yt%ˆ>] ‘to sit-RESP.’, /cYå,%q§/ [cY™,%ß72] ‘to fix’ and /mcYn%q/ [mcYç%q] ‘to receive’. 

However, I would have expected there to be only two phonemes /Y/ and /mcY/, that is, the 

voiced alveolar plosive [c.c7] would have only occurred following a prenasal segment. The 

discussion is further complicated by the possible occurrence of /my/, as in /myn/ [myç] ‘shape’. 

It is unclear whether [my] is phonemic or whether it is in free variation with /mcy/. In 

comparison, Watters (1999:60) finds in Sherpa a contrast between a postalveolar fricative 

and a prenasalised post-alveolar affricate (/R/ versus [msR.cY\). The issue is left open for 

further research. 

 In most cases word-initial voicing and aspiration contrasts are retained in the speech 

stream. There are, however, cases of neutralisation over word boundaries. (For example, cf. 

Figure 13. Whether the voicing of /sR/ in this case is due to the preceding nasal [M], or the 

lexical status of the unspecified demonstrative /sRhj/ is not known). Voicing and aspiration 

are neutralised word-medially. No affricates or fricatives occur in word-final or syllable-final 

positions. Apico-retroflex affricates and fricatives are non-existent. 

 The glottal fricative /g/ is found to contrast in word-initial position. In this environment 

it occurs in free variation with the variant [˜]. The fricative has not been identified in other 

positions. Following many tense-voiced words there is a type of glottal fricative release. I 

suspect this to be part of the laryngeal function and not a word-final /g/-phoneme. 
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5.3. Nasals 

 

All four nasal phonemes /l+m4+ı+M/ occur in word-initial and intervocalic positions. The 

bilabial, dental and velar nasals /l+m4+M/ are found in syllable-final and word-final positions. 

Though the palatal nasal /ı/ is found in intervocalic position (i.e. syllable-initially [CV._V]), 

it is not found syllable-finally or word-finally. This may either point to a gap in the 

symmetry of the consonantal system, or support the view that /ı/ should be interpreted as 

/mi/ or /Mi/. In the latter case the absence of palatal nasal finals would be due to the fact that 

syllable-final and word-final CC-clusters are non-occurent. For some reason, there is no 

retroflex nasal in the phonological system. 

 

5.4. Rhotics and lateral approximant 

 

In the same way as many other Tibeto-Burman languages Limi has two rhotic phonemes: /q/ 

and /q§/. Stereotypically, in word-initial position /q/ is articulated as a voiced apico-alveolar 

fricative [ß¢], for example in the word /qx#,vå?/ [ß¢x#,v™,?] ‘bone’ and in the Upper Humla dialect 

/qd#jn?j/ [ß¢d#jç?j{] ‘bone’. In words elicited in isolation [ß¢] was encountered in free variation 

with a laminal alveolar trill [q], for example in the word [q.ß2to{] ‘to gang up against some-

one’, or with an laminal alveolar flap [Q]. In the speech stream /q/ retains its apico-fricative 

nature. It should be noted that though the IPA symbol [ß¢] portrays a laminal articulation, the 

sound is clearly apical. The symbol [∫Ø] would not be totally descripitive of the sound since 

the symbol stands for a grooved instead of flat fricative. 

The second rhotic phoneme /q§/ is realised as a voiceless apico-alveolar fricative [ß27], for 

example in the word /q7n(ˆ/ [ß27n(ˆ] ‘aunt’. The fricative forms a fairly loose constriction at the 
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alveolar ridge. In one instance speaker 1 used a variant which closely resembles [ø] whereas 

speaker 2 used the variant [ß27] for the same word, for example in the word /q7å/ [ø.ß27å] ‘hair’. 

The relation of [ø] and [ß27] should therefore be checked with other Limi speakers. The 

phoneme /q§/ tends to retain its voiceless fricative nature in the speech stream. Since there is 

no evidence of retroflex fricatives in Limi phonology, [ß27] has been interpreted as the 

voiceless counterpart of /q7/. The voiceless rhotic phoneme was not encountered in the Upper 

Humla dialect. The voiceless rhotic (apical flat fricative) [ß27] should be distinguished from 

the laminal alveolar (grooved) fricative [r] and the laminal postalveolar (grooved) fricative 

[R].  

In word-medial position the voicing distinction is neutralised and therefore both /q/ and 

/q§/ are realised as [q]≈[Q]. Also the apical articulation becomes laminal and is realised as an 

alveolar flap or trill. The only exception to this rule in the data available is the (possible 

polymorpheme) word /q§å#jqå(èvå/ [ß27å#f7ß¢å(èvÀ#] ‘mushroom, fungus’, where the rhotic has 

retained its apico-alveolar articulation4. 

In word-medial position /q/ may become uvularised when following a velar plosive. For 

example, the words /s4gåj{/ [s4gåj{] ‘distance’ and /qhòMatè/ [ß¢H#Mat?] ‘long’ combine to form 

the compound adjective [s4Gå?œß¢H#MaT? . s4Gå?œH#MaT?] ‘far’. In this environment the alveolar 

rhotic [ß¢] variably elides into the preceding uvular fricative [œ]. A similar kind of 

uvularisation occurs more consistently in the Upper Humla dialect where all velar obstruents 

become [œ] when preceding dental, alveolar or post-alveolar obstruents.  This may be a 

feature also found more widely in related languages as Sharma (1994:48–49) seems to 

suggest. 

                                                   
4 I am not sure whether the word is better transcribed as /q§å#jRiå(èvå/ [ß 7å#j˘å(èvÀ#] whereby the rhotic is de facto a palatal frica-
tive [˘] for /Ri/ or /Yi/. In this instance the difference between [ß¢] and [˘] is difficult to hear. 
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In word-final position the voicing distinction between /q/ and /q7/ is neutralised. These 

variants [q§], [ß27], [q] or [ß¢] occur in free variation, for example in the words /fn#jn?q/ 

[fn#jç?q.ß2] ‘round’, /lt#jå?q/ [lt#jÀ?q§.ß27] ‘light brown’ and [m4c47.c4å%q] ‘moon’. 

Limi seems to have only one lateral phoneme, the voiced dental lateral approximant /k4/ 

which occurs in word-initial, -medial and -final positions as [k4]. It is, however, quite typical 

in Tibeto-Burman languages to find two lateral phonemes, i.e. a voiced lateral phoneme /k/ 

and a voiceless counterpart /k7/. The voiceless lateral phoneme is often realised as a voiceless 

alveolar lateral fricative [ø]. My Limi informants maintained that the voiceless lateral 

fricative [ø] is only used in certain religious or cultural loan words. The sound was 

encountered occasionally in free variation with the voiced dental lateral [k4], for example in 

the words /k4å/ [ø.k4å] ‘god’, /såM k4å-cYh/ [så(M ø.k4d-h] ‘belonging to the god called 

[så(M]’ and /k4årå/ [ø.k4årå] ‘Lhasa’. 

The absence of /k§/ should be checked in further research. If Limi does indeed possess 

only one lateral phoneme further research should also study how Limi has developed to cope 

with this diminished consonantal opposition. For example, whether the words /k4å/ [k4å] 

‘mountain pass’ and /k4å/ [ø.k4å] ‘god’ are homophones in Limi or whether they contrast 

according to some prosodic feature. 

 

5.5. Central approximants 

 

Both the voiced palatal central approximant /i/ and the voiced labiovelar central approxi-

mant /v/ are found in word-initial, word-medial and word-final positions. In word-initial 

position /v/ has a weak articulation for some reason and in some instances is almost 

articulated as a velarised glottal fricative [˜¡] (eg. /vt/ [v.˜¡t] ‘NP[PRONOUN] 2ND.SG.RESP.’). 
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In intervocalic position between two close front vowels /v/ occurs in free variation with [u] 

or [A]. The approximant /v/ also appears as the latter component in CC-clusters, for example 

in the word [jgvx] ‘NP[PRONOUN] 3RD.SG.MASC.POSS.’. As discussed in Section 4.2. it is possible 

that [v] is used to divide vowel clusters at syllable boundaries. Whether word-final [v] 

should be interpreted as a word-final syllable /.t#/ or /.n#/ is uncertain (eg. whether /åv/ 

[>å/v] ‘elder brother’ should be treated as /å-t/ or /å-n/). The following table presents data 

evidence for word-initial, word-medial and word-final central approximants: 
 
 i v 

word-initial [ix>] ‘to come-PRESENT’ /vå(/ [vå(.å(Ò] ‘milk’ 

word-intial CC-
cluster 

uncertain (cf. Section 5) [jgvx] ‘NP[pronoun] 3RD.SG.MASC.POSS.’ 

[jgvh] ‘NP[pronoun] 3RD.PL.MASC.POSS.’ 

intervocalic /oGx(ix/ [oGx(Òix#>] ‘to boil over’ 

/s4GN(ix/ [s4GN(èixò>] ‘to emerge’ 

/idvå/ [idvå] ‘good-COMP.NOM.’ 

/qx#,vå?/ [ß¢x#,v™,?] ‘bone’ 

word-medial 
consonant cluster 

uncertain /jxq-vt/ [jxQvt] ‘sour, bitter’ 

/sRGxq-vh/ [sRGxQvh] ‘cheese’ 

word-final /d%i/ [>d/%i] ‘elder sister’ /åv/ [>å/v] ‘elder brother’ 

Table 6 Data evidence for the central approximants /i/ and /v/ 
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6. Prosodic elements in Tibeto-Burman languages: background and definitions 

 

6.1. Notes on tonogenesis 

 

I will approach Limi prosodic elements from a synchronic viewpoint and therefore no level 

of comparative reconstruction will be attempted. However, in this section I will present an 

overview of the tonogenetic processes which have most likely affected the divergence of 

Limi phonology from the non-tonal phonology of its Proto Tibeto-Burman ancestor. This 

will signpost the direction to search for prosodic contrasts in the synchronic language form.  

In many Southeast Asian languages the simplification of word-initial and word-final 

consonantal oppositions have lead to the development of tonal contrasts. More accurately, 

Mazaudon (1976:47) points out that when: 
 
“...a voicing correlation disappears in non-tonal languages of Southeast Asia it is more readily 
replaced by a phonation-type opposition, often accompanied by a multiplication of vowel 
qualities, rather than by properly tonal oppositions. Such systems are commonly referred to as 
‘register’ systems.” 

 

Moreover, Matisoff (1973:81; explanatory addition mine) points out: 
 
“Looking at the TB (Tibeto-Burman) family as a whole, we find that the details of consonantal 
decay differ considerably from subgroup to subgroup and from language to language, but one 
important generalisation holds: the better-preserved the consonantal system, the fewer the vowels 
and the fewer the tones; the more vestigial the consonant system, the more proliferation of 
vowels and tones.” 

 

According to Weidert (1987:2) evidence for the existence of consonant clusters in the 

proto-language is mainly found from several sources: 
 

a. from the orthography of (originally nontonal) Classical Tibetan in which the archaic 

initial and final consonant segments and consonant clusters have ben preserved, 

b. from Tibeto-Burman languages where the archaic consonant clusters are still preserved 

in the current-day phonology (eg. Amdo, Balti and Ladakhi), and 
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c. from Tibeto-Burman languages where tonal features have developed from the 

simplification of consonantal contrasts in the earlier language form (eg. “...Khamba, 

Nyorung, Nagchen, Sikkimese, Dzongkha-Bhutanese, Kurtey-Bhutanese, Bumthang-

Bhutanese, Sherpa, or Sakka Trokpa Tibetan as spoken by nomadic herdsmen of south-

western Tibet and adjoining areas of Nepal”). Limi clearly belongs to this last group of 

languages. 

 

6.2. The tone-bearing unit 

 

What is the domain of tone? Pike (1967:3–5), for example, states that in tonal languages 

each syllable carries (at least) one toneme. Especially in the context of Asian tone languages 

this definition has been found to be too narrow (cf. Weidert 1987:3). Leben (1978:177) notes 

that other linguists have regarded the tone-bearing unit as being the phonological word, the 

morpheme, the mora or the segment. He accounts the differences in opinion to the linguists’ 

personal preference, the linguists’ argumentation, and the complexity of phenomena covered 

by the linguist. Different tone languages will also require different approaches, as will 

different types of tone languages (eg. (African) tone register languages, (Asian) contour tone 

languages or pitch-accent languages).  

 The tone-bearing unit in Tibeto-Burman languages is considered by some to be the mor-

pheme (eg. in Kagate according to Hoehlig et al. 1976:38) and by others to be the 

phonological word (eg. Sherpa according to Gordon (1970:186)). I have initially regarded 

the tone-bearing unit in Limi as the morpheme. This means that a given tone spreads over the 

entire morpheme regardless of the number of syllables. In a monosyllable, for example, a 

rising contour spreads over the whole vowel nucleus, whereas in disyllables the contour has 

a different realisation: the first syllable takes a low pitch and the second syllable a mid pitch 
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(i.e. a higher pitch than the first syllable). In polymorphemes tone does not spread over 

morpheme boundaries. However, further research should examine this issue in more detail. 

 

6.3. The ‘four box’ tonal system 

 

Tone systems in many Tibeto-Burman languages are often described as having contrasting 

tones in the following manner:  

 
 pitch movement: level pitch movement: contour 

phonation type: tense high level [cvè] falling  [cvÊ] 

phonation type: lax low level  [cvò] rising  [cvÒ] 

Table 7. The ‘four box’ tonal system 
 

Many Tibeto-Burman languages have been found to have a phonation distinction [tense 

vs. lax] and a pitch movement distinction [level vs. contour] in the manner explicated in 

table 7. The intersection of these two features results in a four-way tonal distinction. 

In Tibeto-Burman tonology phonation types are referred to by different authors as 

laryngeal features, voice quality, register or voice register. (The use of the term register, 

however, should be distinguished from the term’s use in African tonology where it refers to 

the Fo of a syllable, eg. high register vs. low register). In this thesis I will use the term 

phonation type to denote the state of the vocal chords during the articulation of an utterance. 

Tense phonation implies that the vocal chords are constricted resulting in a slightly stiff, 

almost creaky phonation and a lowering of the flow of air. Conversely, lax phonation stands 

for a lessened constriction of the glottis which creates a breathy-like phonation and permits a 

higher flow of air through the vocal chords. The term modal phonation refers to a neutral 

constriction of the vocal chords where the vocal chords are neither markedly tense nor lax 

(cf. Ladefoged et al. 1997:48ff). 
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I will use the terms pitch to denote the Fo of a syllable without implying reference to the 

tense/lax distinction. For example, high pitch will mean that a syllable has (relatively) high 

phonetic pitch without necessarily defining the syllable as having tense phonation – though it 

may indeed be tense. In the literature the terms melody, pitch, pitch contours and tone are 

used to refer to the concept of pitch movement. In this thesis I will use the term pitch 

movement to refer to the pitch contour of a word and refer to level as level pitch, rising as 

rising contour and falling as falling contour. 

 

6.4. Prosodic elements in the related language Sherpa 

 

Watters (1999) takes an interesting approach on Sherpa prosody. Watters (id.:56; 

explanatory additions in italics mine) concentrates on three issues: 
 

“...(1) the association of voice register (i.e. phonation type: tense or lax) and corollary pitch 
values with particular onsets; (2) the association of pitch melodies (i.e. pitch movement: level or 
contour) with particular rhyme types; and (3) the association of the direction of the movement of 
a pitch melody with a particular coda type”. 
 

Based on acoustic analysis Watters maintains that:  

(a) Length in Sherpa is not contrastive. Though there are differences in duration, it is the 

quality of the vowel nucleus that is contrastive. In low register words (i.e. words with lax 

phonation) length contrasts are diminished. In high register words (i.e. words with tense 

phonation) the only minimal contrasts in length are found with the vowel phonemes /å/ 

and /d/, and when these are lengthened they have the variants [`] and [D] respectively.  

(b) Pitch is unpredictable when the syllable onset is an unaspirated or aspirated plosive, 

unaspirated or aspirated affricate, fricative, nasal or voiced lateral approximant. Pitch is 

predictably high on syllables with a voiceless lateral approximant or voiceless flap onset, 

whereas pitch is predictably low on syllables with a prevoiced obstruent (transcribed as: / 
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lo.a+ ms.c+ Ù¸.Á+ Mj.f+ msR.cY  /) or voiced flap onset. 

(c) Syllables have two types of coda: (a) voiceless unreleased obstruents, and (b) sonorants 

(i.e. nasal, voiced flap, voiced lateral approximant). Both syllable types have level pitch, 

though there is a difference in the voicing time (due to the nature of the sonorant 

consonant).  

(d) There is a difference in the pitch of open and closed high register (tense) syllables: open 

syllables are falling and closed syllables are level. However, this is not considered to be 

phonemic since the pitch contour is predictable. 

To summarise, Watters finds the traditional ‘four box’ tonal system inadequate for the 

description of Sherpa prosody. Pitch in Sherpa is only contrastive in a limited set of 

monosyllables. Otherwise in monosyllables pitch is predictable according to the syllable 

shape and ‘register’ (i.e. phonation type). Likewise, pitch in disyllables is mostly predictable, 

though in some disyllabic words the pitch of the second syllable is contrastive. The 

following pitch contrasts are attested: 

 
 CV C`/CD CVC 

high register 42-fall 42-fall 44-level 

low register 22-level 22-level 22-level 

Table 8. Summary of pitch patterns found in Sherpa (Watters 1999) 
 

This analysis of Sherpa has proved to be a helpful framework while working on Limi. 

During the course of following chapters on prosodic elements in Limi I will attempt to cover 

similar areas as those described above. 
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7. Methodology: procedures and problems in prosodic analysis 

 

The data available for prosodic analysis consists of over 200 monosyllabic words and 140 

disyllabic words elicited in isolation (including nominals, adjectives and verb roots), a limit-

ed set of tones frames and 4 texts comprising 117 sentences. Measurements of length (t[s]) 

or pitch height (f[Hz]) have been elicited from speaker 2 unless stated otherwise. In this 

chapter I will discuss procedures and problems related to acoustic analysis. I will also look at 

pitch conditioning, the relativity of tone and procedures by which the analyst can begin to 

determine when differences in pitch are contrastive and when they are merely conditioned or 

due to random variation. 

 Firstly, acoustic analysis has proved extremely useful in determining pitch and contour 

contrasts in Limi. However, a word of caution is in order. Digital analysis of the Fo should be 

used with care. Words elicited in isolation may contain superimposed pitch patterns. When 

studying the pitch contours of open syllabic words elicited in isolation I have regarded the 

relevant pitch pattern of a word to be that which occurs during the articulation of the vowel 

nucleus (and possible sonorant coda). Consider, for example, the Fo of the word /on(Ò,/ [on(Ò,ˆ] 

‘female, girl’ in Figure 5 (the vowel nucleus has been marked by vertical lines): 
 
Phonetic transcription: 
         [      o   n(Ò,      ˆ             ]            [      o   n(Ò,      ˆ             ] 

 
Figure 5. Spectrogram and pitch trace of the word [on(Òˆ] ‘girl, female’ 
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The 170–220Hz phonemic rise during the vowel nucleus is followed by a 220–190Hz 

phonetic fall. The fall is due to the utterance-final laxing of the vocal chords and is barely 

audible. In sentential context the pitch of this word elides naturally into the following word 

without a release of the vocal chords. Likewise, word-final voiced sonorants may partially 

contain phonemic tone and partially non-contrastive phonetic pitch. Consider, for example, 

the word /RhÒM/ [RHÒM] ‘field’ where the vowel nucleus and the word-final nasal contains a 

phonemic rising contour. However, during the articulation of the nasal there is a phonetic 

falling contour which is barely audible. This is most likely due to a word-final loosening of 

the vocal chords. 

Moreover, word-final glottal plosives show up as a sharp fall of pitch. For example, the 

vowel nucleus of the tense voiced word /¸Gh£/ [¸Gh£/>] ‘to lead someone’ is pronounced at a 

relatively level pitch of c.240Hz (0.06s), but the release of the glottal is accompanied by a 

short but clear fall in pitch. If one takes the whole pitch-wave into consideration, one may be 

misled into considering the overall pitch as inherently falling.  

Secondly, pitch is especially prone to the influence of other non-linguistic factors. For 

example, when eliciting words in isolation (which is in itself an unnatural speech environ-

ment) the speaker may use a misleading listing intonation. This will often cause superimpo-

sed pitch patterns. Moreover, the emphasis of a certain word will most likely raise its Fo.  

Also utterance boundaries often cause non-lexical falls on the utterance-final syllables. 

Speaker-related indiosyncracies (eg. speaker preference in pronunciation, emotions, and so 

forth) may also result in random variation. Consequently, though the paradigmatic approach 

to lexical data is a useful starting point in preliminary phonological analysis, it may well 

prove misleading to base the analysis solely on the Fo of words elicited in isolation. 
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Finally, tone is relative. The contrast between a high and a low tone coincides with the 

difference in Fo; high has a higher Fo than low, or vice versa. The acoustic height of an 

isolated utterance is therefore not the crucial issue. Consider, for example, the word /m4åo/ 

[m4å(o{] ‘nasal mucus’. The word was recorded in one situation as having a vowel nucleus 

pitch of c.235–240Hz (resembling a word with high pitch). In a second recording the same 

word was realised at a considerably lower pitch of c.200–210Hz (resembling a word with 

low pitch). The difference in pitch, however, has no affect on the lexical meaning.  

Due to this, the Fo of words elicited in isolation may not necessarily present reliable 

evidence for pitch contrasts. How are we therefore to determine an opposition between, for 

example, a high and a low tone? Given that the Fo of a syllable carrying tone is relative to the 

surrounding context, contrastive pitch levels will most clearly be identified in a sentential 

context. The most reliable technique for checking pitch contrasts is to use a substitution 

frame where words can be contrasted in an identical environment. This avoids further 

conditioning from surrounding sounds. Finding appropriate substitution frames for contrast 

in Limi proved to be a problem. In this analysis 48 nominals were elicited in the following 

(albeit superficial) substitution frames:  
 

Substitution frame a) ‘I see five _____ .’ [[Må\_____ZMå s4gx>]] <[I] _____ [five see]> 

Substitution frame b) ‘Five men saw five _____.’ [[lh? Må-cyh#\_____ [Må sGç(Myn(]] <[man 

five-ERG.]_____[five see-PAST 3RD.]> 

 

Due to a very limited knowledge of Limi and restricted time, these were the only frames 

used. Some words were also observed in the text data. Unfortunately, in the frames there is a 

strong possibility of tone sandhi: (a) on higher pitch words from the preceding low pitch 

ergative case suffix [-cY!⁄], or (b) on low pitch words from the following higher pitch word 

[Må?]. For best results words should be tested in different pitch environments in order to 
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distinguish pitch conditioning from phonemic pitch. However, while acknowledging the 

weakness of prosodic analysis based solely on words elicited in isolation and this limited set 

of frames, I am forced to rely on these resources at this stage. 
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8. Prosodic elements in Limi  

 

8.1. Syllable structure 

 

The syllable in Limi consists of a single vowel nucleus with an optional consonant onset and 

optional consonant coda. The following syllable patterns have been identified in Limi: [V , 

CV , CCV , CV: , CCV: , VC and CVC]. Also [CV:C , CCVC , CCV:C and V:] may be legi-

timate patterns but these have not been identified in the data. The following table presents 

data evidence for the different syllable patterns: 
 

Open syllables 

V  /t/ [>t/] ‘breath’, /h-vh/ [>h/èvh] ‘old woman’ (V.CV) 

V: unidentified 

CV /od£/ [od£] ‘example’, /jGå/ [jGå] ‘mouth’ 

CCV [jgvx] ‘NP[pronoun] 3RD.SG.MASC.POSS.’ 

CV: /qd%/ [ß¢d%ˆ] ‘a type of cloth’, /jGåˆ/ [jGåˆ] ‘snow’ 

CCV: possibly [jtå(ˆ] ‘yak’s hide’ (cf. Section 4.2) 

Closed syllables 

VC /d%i/ [>d/%i] ‘elder sister’, [>t/?a-kå(-vÀ#] ‘to stand-INF.SUFF.’ (VC.CV.CV) 

CVC /jN£s4/ [jN£s4{] ‘to go-RESP.’, /it%k4/ [i %́k4] ‘village’, /k4å%l/ [k4å%l] ‘road’ 

CV:C unidentified 

CCVC unidentified 

CCV:C unidentified 

Table 9. Examples of syllable patterns in Limi 
 

All aspirated plosives /og+ s4g+ ¸g+ bg+ jg/ have been interpreted as units; although 

the glottal fricative /g/ occurs word-initially as a contrastive phoneme, to interpret aspiration 

as sequences of /segment/+/h/ would mean to unnecessarily complicate the syllable structure. 

Likewise, the affricates /sr+ srg+ cy+ mcy+ my+ sR+ sRg+ cY+ mcY/ have been inter-

preted as phonological units. The only legitimate CC-cluster encountered is /consonant/+/v/. 
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There is no evidence which would support the interpretation of this type of cluster as a pho-

nological unit (eg. to consider the phonetic sequence [jGv] as a phonemic unit /jGv/). 

Syllabic consonants are  non-occurent. The prenasal segment in prenasalised consonants 

is non-prominent both in force and timing and is thus considered as non-syllabic (timing of 

prenasal segment is c.60ms as compared to c.150ms for the vowel nucleus). The prenasal 

segment has been interpreted as forming a unit with the immediately following homorganic 

obstruent (/la+ m4c4+ ÙÁ+ Mf/). 

One further syllable type should be mentioned: those with word-final glottal plosives 

(n=30 monosyllables). The word-final glottal should not be immediately disregarded as due 

to random variation in pronunciation since in some related languages word-final glottals 

have even been found to have phonemic status. Several questions need to be answered in this 

context: 

a) Are some glottals caused by a suppressed word-final plosive? 

b) Does the word-final glottal have a physiological explanation: is it caused by larygealisa-

tion on tense words, or could it be linked to pitch movement?  

c) Does the glottal appear consistently when elicitating words in isolation? Does the glottal 

appear in the speech stream or only when eliciting a word in isolation? Could the glottal 

be due to the speaker’s preference and therefore be considered idiolectal? 

In some cases word-final /j/ has the free variant [>#]. This is considered to be a natural 

process of assimilation. The plosives [s{#] and [o{#] do not have the variant [>] and are 

articulated consistently as unreleased voiceless plosives. Similar processes are reported in 

related languages. However, not all word-final glottals are caused by the suppression of 

word-final velar plosives. Many of the word-final glottal plosives encountered in words 
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elicited in isolation proved to be articulated inconsistently; speaker 2 used the glottal more 

consistently than speaker 1. This points to random variation. 

The word-final glottal is not linked to phonation type or pitch contour. Both tense and 

lax words are found to end with glottals, as are words with a rising contour and words with a 

level pitch/falling contour. A word-final glottal causes conditioned laryngelisation on the 

preceding vowel. This should be distinguished from tense phonation. 

In sentential context no glottals are encountered except at pause boundaries or when [j{] 

is suppressed to [>]. The elicitation of words in isolation is regarded as an unnatural speech 

act and therefore glottal plosives which occur on single words have been largely overlooked. 

I have, however, marked the glottal in the phonetic transcription for further reference. 

Further research should examine the behaviour of the glottal plosive in more detail. 

 

8.2. Nasalisation 

 

Vowels preceding nasal consonants tend to be nasalised, for example in the words /srGnM/ 

[srGç(M] ‘business’, /jåM/ [jå(M] ‘marrow’ or /jGå%M/ [jGå(ÒM] ‘full’. Conditioned nasalisation 

occurs within monosyllabic morphemes, over morpheme boundaries within a word and over 

word boundaries in the speech stream. Nasal consonants do not cause nasalisation on the 

following vowels (one possible exception is closed syllables as the word /m4åo/ [må(o{] ‘nasal 

mucus’ seems to suggest). 

Conditioned nasalisation seems to have no significant affect on the length of the vowel – 

neither in open nor in closed syllables. Whether nasalisation affects the quality of the vowel 

remains slightly unclear. Note that in the examples /båM/ [bÀ(M] ‘wild horse’ and /iå%M/ [iå(ÒM] 

‘again’ (cf. Section 4.1.) the vowels are nasalised. One would expect the vowel [å] to be 
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forwarded to [P] following a palatal consonant as in the words /iåk4/ [iPk4] ‘bancrupt’ and 

/båjoå/ [bPjo™] ‘excrement’. Similar fronting processes are reported in related languages. 

However, it seems that in Limi nasalisation may have blocked the conditioning of [å] to [P] 

(unless fronting in this case is restricted by the back nasal [M]). Whatever the case, the 

nasalised vowel seems to have been affected. 

In addition to conditioned nasalisation, Limi also has phonemic nasalisation. Phonemic 

nasalisation and length do not coincide. This is unlike Kagate (id.:33) where length is neutra-

lised in nasalised vowels. In Limi both short and lengthened vowels can be nasalised in open 

syllables, for example in the words /sRå(ˆ/ [sRå(ˆ] ‘spit, saliva’, /on(Ò,/ [on(Ò,ˆ] ‘female, girl’, /m4å(£/ 

[m4å(£] ‘nose’ and /Må(£ˆ/ [Må(£ˆ] ‘tail’. Phonemic nasalisation occurs also in disyllabic words, for 

example in the words /Ïx(òå(èˆ/ [Ïx(òå(èˆ] ‘guts, intestines’ and /oGx(ix/ [oGx(Òix#>] ‘to boil over’. 

Whether phonemic nasalisation is caused by nasal consonants that were historically present 

has not been studied.  

 

8.3. Length 

 

Length is reported for phonemic in the related languages Kagate (Hoehlig et al. 1976:28) and 

Dzongkha (van Driem 1992:53). Based on acoustic analysis Watters (1999:57) shows that 

length in Sherpa is not always consistent and posits that in Sherpa length as a distinctive 

feature is redundant since it corresponds with low register (cf. Section 6.4.). 

In Limi length seems to be contrastive. Lengthened vowels are found in both monosylla-

bic and disyllabic morphemes. Length does not seem to be determined by syllable shape, 

pitch movement or phonation type. All vowel phonemes are found in both short and length-

ened form (/hˆ+dˆ+Nˆ+xˆ+tˆ+nˆ/ and /åˆ/ with the variants [åˆ] and [™ˆ.Àˆ]). In open 
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syllables with rising pitch length is neutralised; in this environment the vowel phonemes 

/hˆ+dˆ+Nˆ+xˆ+tˆ+nˆ/ have the phonetic qualities [h%ˆ+d%ˆ+x%ˆ+N%ˆ+n%ˆ+t%ˆ] and the 

phoneme /å%ˆ/ has the variants [™%,ˆ.À,%ˆ]. Rising tone occurs in closed monosyllabic words 

which have sonorant codas; in these cases the vowel nuclei are not lengthened. In this data 

only the vowels [hˆ+nˆ+åˆ+tˆ] are found in syllables with level or falling pitch. Only once 

was lengthening encountered in a closed syllable. The following table shows the data 

available on monosyllabic morphemes: 

 
 short vowel σ-nucleus lengthened vowel σ-nucleus 
 open syllables 

obstruent onset /oGt. ZoGt\ ‘to blow...’ /oGtˆ/ ZoGtˆ\ ‘cave’ 
sonorant onset /m4å(£/ [m4å(£] ‘nose’ /Må(£̂ / [Må(£̂ ] ‘tail’ 
tense phonation /od£/ [od£] ‘example’  /jd£ˆ/ [jd£ˆ] ‘to grow’ 
lax phonation /jGå/ [jGÀ] ‘mouth’ /jGåˆ/ [jGå]ˆ] ‘snow’ 
rising tone (lax phon.) non-existent /ad,%/ [ad,%ˆ] ‘to hide’ 
uncertain phonation /srGå/ [srGå] ‘salt’ /srNˆ/ [srNˆ] ‘to cook-PAST’ 
nasalised σ-nucleus /m4å(£/ [m4å(£] ‘nose’ /on(Ò,/ [on(Ò,ˆ] ‘female, girl’ 

 closed syllables 
sonorant coda, non-
rising pitch 

/ın£k4/ [ıç]£k4] ‘to sleep-IMP.’ unidentified 

sonorant coda, rising 
tone 

/lh(ÒM/ [lH(ÒM] ‘name’ unidentified 

plosive coda /k4å£j/ [k4å£j{] ‘eagle, vulture’ uncertain: only example [Rtˆo{] ‘paper’ 
(most likely loan word)) 

Table 10. Short and lengthened vowel nuclei in monosyllabic morphemes 
 

The following figure shows the length difference between /jGå/ [jGÀ]] ‘mouth’ and  

/jGåˆ/ [jGå]ˆ] ‘snow’. Both have indentical pitch movement patterns and pitch level: The 

contrastive element is length: 
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Phonetic transcription: 
                                    [j  G  å]          ]                               [ j G  å]      ˆ            ] 

 
Figure 6. Pitch on the words [jGÀ]] ‘mouth’ and [jGå]ˆ] ‘snow’ 

 

Further research should consider the status of lengthened consonants. Generally 

speaking length, is not contrastive amongst consonants; geminate consonants are 

infrequently encountered in words elicited in isolation. However, one morpheme was found 

with lengthening: [sRGhòk4ˆHèj{] ‘bird’. In this case the lengthened [k4ˆ] has been regarded as 

a fusion of the lateral [k4] and the following voiced consonant which in this case is possibly 

with a dental plosive [s4.c4]. This observation is based on the fact that in the Upper Humla 

dialect the same word was pronounced as /sRGhòk4c4hèj/ [sRHòk4c4Ûèj{] ‘bird’. Lengthening of 

consonants was also encountered over morpheme boundaries. These have been regarded as 

due to natural elision, as in the word /it%k4-kå#/ [i´k4ˆÀ#] ‘village-SUFF.POSTP.’. 

 

8.4. Phonation types, syllable onset and vowel quality 

 

Three types of phonation were encountered in Limi: tense, modal and lax. It seems that two 

of these are contrastive: tense and lax. Tense voice is articulated by a constriction of the 

vocal chords and is realised as laryngealisation (creaky voice) and is often accompanied by 

greater amplitude and higher pitch register. The co-occurence of tense and high pitch is 
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natural and is caused by the constriction of the vocal chords. In tense voiced words the vowel 

phoneme /d/ is often articulated as [D]. In disyllabic morphemes the vowel phoneme /å/ may 

have the variant [À] when the vowel occurs in the second syllable (eg. the tense voiced word 

/kd£oå/ ‘brain’ is articulated as [kD£?oÀ]). 

In lax phonation the vocal chords are less constricted which results in a higher rate of air 

flow and breathy voice on the syllable nucleus. Naturally, breathy voice acts as a pitch dep-

ressor; breathy voiced words are articulated at a lower pitch than words with tense phona-

tion. The phonemes /h+d+x+N+n+t/ are articulated as [h,+d,+x,+N,+n,+t,] respectively, and the 

vowel phoneme /å/ has the variant [™,.À,\. 

In Limi many words have modal voicing. The occurrence of modal voice leads to several 

questions each of which I will discuss in turn. Firstly, one should enquire whether modal 

phonation is a third contrastive phonation type. The answer to this is clearly negative since 

no supporting evidence is found from the data. Glover’s analysis of tone in the related 

languages of Tamang, Thakali and Gurung is interesting in this respect (cf. Weidert 

1987:260ff). Glover finds the correspondence of pitch, intensity, phonation type and length:  

 
 Clear (phonation) Breathy 

 intense (unit 1) relaxed (unit 2) rising (unit 3) low (unit 4) 

pitch high mid rising low 

intensity loud, fortis relaxed, lenis - - 

breathiness - - reduced marked 

length short  long long long 

Table 11. The intersection of prosodic contrasts in Tamang, Thakali and Gurung according to Glover 
 

According to Glover, there are degrees of breathiness; breathiness in unit 4 is marked 

whereas breathiness in unit 3 is reduced (i.e. closer to modal phonation). Likewise the degree 

of intensity differs between units 1 and 2 (i.e. unit 1 is clearly tense and unit 2 is less tense 

and therefore closer to modal). This system seems to have some similarity with the one 
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encountered in Limi. While some words have a clearly audible tense phonation and some 

have a clearly audible lax phonation, other words are found which do not seem to be marked 

for either of the phonation types. For example, /s4å£/ [s4å£] ‘horse’ and /k4å£j/ [k4å£j{] ‘eagle, 

vulture’ are audibly tense and /aå,%/ [a™,%ˆ] ‘permanently swollen; gnarl; soap bubbles’ and 

/fåò,qhè/ [f™ò,Qhè] ‘happy’ are undoubtably lax. However, /m4c4å/ [m4c47å\ ‘arrow’ and /aåj/ [aåj] 

‘mask’ seem to have modal phonation, unmarked for breathiness or tenseness. However, the 

system described by Glover also has distinct differences from the system found in Limi. In 

Limi marked breathiness does not seem to coincide with pitch movement. Neither does 

length behave in the same way as the languages described by Glover (except that 

monosyllabic morphemes with a rising contour have lengthened vowel nuclei). The system 

should definitely be considered in further research. 

Secondly, the question arises whether modal voice is a free variant of tense or lax phona-

tion (or both), that is, when the phonation type is not specifically emphasised it is more 

difficult to hear. In this case the distinction of tense versus lax phonation would be relative 

(tense phonation would be more tense than its lax counterpart, and vice versa) and modal 

phonation would be used as a free variant of both tense and lax phonation. This, however, 

does not seem to fit the data at hand. Words with marked tense phonation or marked lax pho-

nation were found to be fairly consistently articulated according to their phonation type. For 

example, the word /m4c4å/ [m4c4å\ ‘arrow’ is almost always articulated with modal voicing, that 

is, never with marked lax phonation. Similarly, the words /få,/ [f™,] ‘saddle used for yak’ and 

/fåò,qhè/ [f™ò,Qhè] ‘happy’ are consistently articulated with breathy voice both when elicited in 

isolation and when they occur in sentential context. Also the word /k4å£j/ [k4å£j{] ‘eagle, 

vulture’ is always articulated with tense phonation regardless of the environment in which it 

occurs.  
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Thirdly, is it possible that only a limited set of words contrast according to the tense/lax 

dichotomy whilst in other words the opposition is neutralised and therefore their phonation 

type is modal? This hypothesis is an interesting one. Finally, it should be noted that in many 

cases speaker 1 used modal phonation more clearly than speaker 2. Therefore, to what 

degree modal phonation is a speaker-related issue should be borne in mind in further 

research. Unfortunately, at this stage I am unable to examine the question in any detail. The 

open monosyllables in table 12 illustrate the three phonation types tense, lax and modal: 

 
 tense phonation 

front vowel /jh£/ [jh£] ‘to lend’, /od£/ [od£] ‘example’, [jGx£] ‘NP[pronoun] 2ND.PL.POSS.’, /s4N£/ [s4N£] ‘look-
IMP.’ 

central vowel /s4å£/ [s4å£] ‘horse’, /k4å£j/ [k4å£j{] ‘eagle, vulture’ 

back vowel /s4n£/ [s4ç£] ‘food’ 

 modal phonation 

front vowel /srh/ [srh] ‘bone joint’, /jGd/ [jGd] ‘NP[pronoun] 3RD.SG.POSS’, /yx/ [yx>] ‘to make-
PRESENT’, ZoNˆ\ ‘juniper; to shift, to move’ 

central vowel /m4c4å/ [m4c4å\ ‘arrow’ 

back vowel /sRGt/ [sRGt] ‘water’, /on/ Zoç\ ‘to throw (the water) away-PAST’ 

/Mfn/ [Mf7n] ‘head’ 

 lax phonation 

front vowel /ad,%/ [ad,%ˆ] ‘to hide’, /aN,%/ [aN,%ˆ] ‘temporarily swollen; hidden’ 

central vowel /cyå,/ [cy™,] ‘place with many rocks’ 

back vowel /at,/ [at,] ‘insect’ 

Table 12. Examples of tense, modal and lax phonation in open monosyllabic morphemes 

 

8.5. Monosyllabic words 

 

8.5.1. Pitch movement 

 

In monosyllabic open morphemes which were elicited in isolation (n=208) the rising, falling 

and level pitch contours were observed. Consider, for example, the open monosyllables /on(Ò,/ 
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[on(Ò,ˆ] ‘female, girl’ which has a clear rising contour, /¸Gå/ [¸Gå]] ‘hawk’ which has a clear 

falling contour and /¸Gxˆ/ [¸Gxˆ] ‘wash-IMP.’ which has a relatively level pitch during the 

articulation of the vowel nucleus. Each of the words above has an utterance-final fall, but 

this has been overlooked in the analysis since it is due to an utterance-final laxing of the 

vocal chords (cf. Chapter 7). The vowel nuclei of the words during which the relevant pitch 

contours occur have been marked on the traces with rectangles: 
 

Phonetic transcription: 
              [ o n(,   ˆ        ]                           [ ¸ G å    ]                                 [ ¸ G  x  ˆ   ] 

 
Figure 7. Frequency traces of pitch movement in the words /on(Ò,/ [on(Ò,ˆ] ‘female, girl’, 

/¸Gå/ [¸Gå]] ‘hawk’ and /¸Gxˆ/ [¸Gxˆ] ‘wash-IMP.’  
 

 In Limi, words with voiced obstruent (and prenasalised) onsets have predictably lax (or 

modal) phonation and low(er) pitch. Voiceless obstruents, nasals and central approximants 

seem to occur with all phonation types. At this stage I am uncertain of the predictablility of 

the rhotics and lateral approximant. The three-way pattern (rising, falling and level) does not 

seem to be affected by syllable onset as the table 13 illustrates: 
 

 rising falling level (height undefined) 
C[plosive]V /on(Ò,/ [on(Ò,ˆ] ‘female, girl’ 

/aå,%/ [a™,%ˆ] ‘permanently 
swollen; gnarl; soap bubbles’ 

/¸Gå/ [¸Gå]] ‘hawk’ 

/s4å£/ [s4å£]] ‘horse’ 

/¸Gxˆ/ [¸Gxˆ] ‘wash-IMP.’ 

/jd£ˆ/ [jd£ˆ] ‘to grow’  

/få,/ [f™,] ‘saddle used for yak’ 

C[affricate]V /cyå(,Ò/ [cy™(,Òˆ] ‘pot’ /sRt/ [sRt]] ‘ten’ /srNˆ/ [srNˆ] ‘to cook-PAST’ 
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C[fricative]V /rN%/ [rN%ˆ>] ‘to eat-PAST 
1ST.PL.’ 

/rn/ [rç]] ‘tooth’ [rå] ‘one type of edible grass’ 

C[nasal]V /m4n(Ò/ [m4n(Òˆ] ‘younger brother 
or sister’ 

/ın(£/ [ıç(Ê£] ‘to go mad’ /måˆ/ [måˆ] ‘bride; daughter-in-
law’ 

Table 13. Pitch movement in monosyllabic morphemes 
 

The same pitch contours are also found in closed syllables where the coda is a sonorant 

consonant. In syllables with a voiceless plosive coda the pitch is relatively level; this is to be 

expected since the syllable nucleus does not render enough time to support a full contour 

pitch: 
 
 rise fall level (height undefined) 
-VC[plosive] non-existent non-existent /¸Gåj/ [¸Gåj{] ‘blood’ 

-VC[nasal] /k4å%l/ [k4å%l] ‘road’ /ld(£m4/ [ld(Ê£m4] ‘medicine’ /m4d(£m4/ [m4d(£m4] ‘to press’ 

-VC[lateral] /it%k4/ [i %́k4] ‘village’ /ın£k4/ [ıç]£k4] ‘to sleep-IMP.’ /Mtk4/ [Mtk4] ‘silver, money’ 

-VC[rhotic] [m4c47.c4å%q] ‘moon’ unidentified unidentified 

-VC[approx.] /srGåÒv/ [srGå%v] ‘grand-
son’ 

unidentified /srGå(v/ [srGå(v] ‘grand-
daughter’ 

Table 14. Pitch movement in closed syllables in Limi 
 

How then does this apparent three-way pattern fit the traditional ‘four box’ tonal 

system? Consider the following Limi data: (a) /s4h£M/ [s4H((Ê£M] ‘tin cup used for offering water to 

the gods’ (falling contour over whole morpheme), (b) /s4n%,l/ [s4n(Ò,l] ‘bear’ (rising contour 

during vowel nucleus and slight fall on final nasal), and (c) /s4tM/ [s4t(M] ‘to drink-PAST’ 

(relatively level pitch during vowel nucleus and fall on final nasal). If I were to base my 

analysis solely on the pitch variation in these words elicited in isolation I may come to the 

following conclusion:  
 
 contour level 
tense  /s4h£M/ [s4H((Ê£M] ‘tin cup used for offering wa-

ter to the gods’ (260–220Hz) 
/s4tM/ [s4t(M] ‘to drink-PAST’ (250Hz during vo-
wel nucleus) 

lax /s4n%,l/ [s4n(Ò,l] ‘bear’ (200–240Hz rise) CVC[nasal] with low-level pitch was not found in the 
data available 

Table 15. Possible ‘four box’ tonal system construction in Limi 
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The three pitch differences in open and closed syllables may perhaps be seen as proof of 

at least a three-tone if not a four-tone system along the lines of the Tibeto-Burman ‘four box’ 

tonal system. This would require that the fourth pitch type in a nominal with the syllable 

CVC[nasal] can be found, and that a nominal with a relatively high level pitch can be found to 

substitute the verb /s4tM/ [s4t(M] ‘to drink-PAST’. 

However, only two of the pitch patterns are contrastive: the rising pitch found on the 

word /RhÒM/ [RHÒM] ‘field’ and the level/falling pitch pattern on the word /RhM/ [RHM] ‘wood’. 

When elicited in isolation the word /RhÒM/ [RHÒM] ‘field’ has a 190–220Hz rise and seems to 

have lax phonation. The word /RhM/ [RHM] ‘wood’ (which seems to have tense phonation) 

fluctuates between having a 240–220 fall and holding relatively level at c.225Hz. Both of 

these words have a slight final fall during the nasal coda. Acoustic analysis reveals that in 

sentential context the word for ‘field’ retains its rise contour and the word for ‘wood’ has a 

slightly falling contour: 

 
phonetic transcription: 
                        [    R  h%   M     ]                                             [      R     h     M       ] 

 
Figure 8. Two-way tonal contrast in sentential context in Limi (phonemic) 

 

No other contrasts in pitch movement were found in the data. In most cases it seems that 

the falling contour is due to tense phonation. This also corresponds well with Sherpa (cf. 

Section 6.4.). Open syllables with clear tense phonation are often accompanied by an accute 

fall in pitch (akin to the fall in the word /¸Gå/ [¸Gå]] ‘hawk’ in Figure 7). The difference 
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between falling contour and level pitch seems to be due to due to free or random variation. 

For example, the word /srå/ [srå] ‘grass’ was recorded two times: 

 
Phonetic transcription: 
                         [s r     å             ]                                [ s r   å                ] 

 

Figure 9. Pitch variation found on the word [srå] ‘grass’ 
 

In the first recording the word was carefully articulated with a distinct tense phonation 

and the falling pitch was clearly audible. In the second recording the word was pronounced 

with a lesser tenseness – with almost modal phonation – and this resulted in a relatively level 

pitch. These observations leads to the strong assumption that there is no phonemic contrast 

between falling and level pitch, but that the difference is due to free or random variation. In a 

sentential context the word retains a slightly falling pitch contour, and therefore the falling 

pitch contour has been considered to be the phonemic element. A systematic re-recording of 

the data would be beneficial in identifying differences in the pronunciation of similar words. 

Unfortunately checking was not possible during the writing of this thesis. 

To conclude, based on this initial analysis is seems that Limi has a two-way contrast 

between /rising contour/ (which is consistently retained in all environments) and /falling 

contour/ (which is realised as a clear falling contour or at a relatively level pitch level 

depending on the environment and/or speaker-related idiosyncracies). The possible affect of 
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phonation types and sentential context on this hypothesis will be considered in the following 

section. 

 

8.5.2. Pitch and phonation type 

 

Initially, my presupposition was – based on the traditional ‘four box’ tonal explanation of 

Tibeto-Burman tonal languages – that I would discover a phonemic opposition in Limi bet-

ween high pitch register and low pitch register. However, the data rendered no evidence for 

this hypothesis. I have studied the issue from two viewpoints: firstly, the Fo of monosyllabic 

words elicited in isolation, and secondly, how words behave in substitution frames. 

Firstly, I will analyse the Fo of monosyllabic words elicited in isolation. In table 16 the 

Fo of words with a relatively level pitch have been measured according to their average 

frequency during the vowel nucleus (and optional sonorant coda): 

 
 tense phonation 

C[obstruent]V /s4å£/ [s4å£] ‘horse’ (220–200Hz fall) 

C[sonorant]V /m4å(£/ [m4å(£] ‘nose’ (235–225Hz fall) 

-VC[plosive] /jN£s4/ [jN£s4{] ‘to go-RESP.’ (250–230Hz fall) 

-VC[sonorant] /sGhM/ [sGHflM] ‘to spread-IMP.’ (260–210Hz fall) 

 modal phonation 

C[obstruent]V ZoNˆ\ ‘juniper; to shift, to move’ (224Hz), /m4c4å/ [m4c47å\ ‘arrow’ (200Hz) 

C[sonorant]V /k4å/ [k4å] ‘mountain pass’ (220–200Hz fall) 

-VC[plosive] /jGåo/ [jGåo{] ‘needle’ (202Hz), /c4Ns4 / [c4Ns4] ‘to sit-IMP.’ (200-210Hz rise) 

-VC[sonorant] /s4GnM/ [s4Gn(M] ‘to see’ (220Hz) 

 lax phonation 

C[obstruent]V /få,/ [f™,] ‘saddle used for yak’ (180–230Hz rise), /on(Ò,/ [on(Ò,ˆ] ‘female, girl’ (180–220Hz rise) 

C[sonorant]V /qn,/ [ß2n,] ‘corpse’ (190–205Hz rise) 

-VC[plosive] [ÙÁ.Át,j] ‘dragon’ (205Hz) 

-VC[sonorant] [cy.mcyx,m4] ‘a lie’ (210Hz) 

Table 16. Pitch in monosyllabic words elicited in isolation 
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 As is to be expected, words with tense phonation have relatively higher pitch and words 

with lax phonation have relatively lower pitch. Pitch in these cases is clearly physiologically 

conditioned; clear tense phonation causes higher pitch while breathiness and voicing on 

obstruent onsets act as pitch depressors. The Fo of words with modal voicing is slightly 

lower than that of words with tense phonation but not higher than that of words with breathy 

phonation. In all of these cases, pitch register is predictable according to onset voicing and/or 

phonation type. 

In the whole data no minimal pairs were found which contrasted according to high pitch 

versus low pitch without there being some other segmental or prosodic opposition (i.e. onset 

or phonation type). It follows from this that a change pitch has no affect on the lexical 

meaning of a word; a word may be articulated at 200Hz (low pitch) and at 240Hz (high 

pitch) without changing the meaning of the word. Variation in the Fo of a word is therefore 

due to random variation. Such methodological problems were referred to in Chapter 7. 

How, then, do lower pitch words and higher pitch words behave in sentential context? 

Do words retain their pitch difference when they occur in the speech stream? As previously 

mentioned, a word often retains its phonation type when pronounced in sentential context. 

We would therefore expect to find at least some pitch difference between tense and lax 

words when they occur in the speech stream. This proved to be the case. 

A group of monosyllabic morphemes (n=48) were inserted into the substitution frame 

(b) (cf. Chapter 7). Figure 10 illustrates the Fo of the three words /lh(ÒM/ [lH(ÒM] ‘name’, /s4å£/ 

[s4å£] ‘horse’ and /få,/ [f™,] ‘saddle used for yak’. When elicited in isolation the first word has 

a rising contour (165Hz–210Hz), the second (tense) word has an accute falling contour 

(c.240Hz–200Hz) and the third (lax) word has a relatively level pitch (c.190Hz on the vowel 

nucleus). All measurements at this point are according to the speech of speaker 1: 
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Phonetic transcription: 
          [lh Måcyh[lh(ÒM\MåsGç(Myn(]                 [lh Måcyh[s4å£\Må sGç(Myn( ]               [lh Må cyh[f™,\MåsGç(Myn(] 

 
Figure 10. Pitch traces in substitution frame (b) contrasting pitch movement of the words 

/lh(ÒM/ [lH(ÒM] ‘name’, /s4å£/ [s4å£] ‘horse’ and /få,/ [f™,] ‘saddle used for yak’  
 

In sentential context the word /lh(ÒM/ [lH(ÒM] ‘name’ retains the rising contour which 

occurs when the word is elicited in isolation. The tense word /s4å£/ [s4å£] ‘horse’ has a high 

starting point and accute fall on the vowel nucleus (similar to the pitch movement when 

elicited in isolation). The lax word /få,/ [f™,] ‘saddle used for yak’ which has a relatively 

level pitch level when elicited in isolation starts at a low point and rises to elide with the 

following nasal. According to these pitch traces there are two pitch contour patterns (rising 

and falling). How the words [lh(ÒM] ‘name’ and [f™,] ‘saddle used for yak’ (cf. previous 

figure) relate to each other cannot be determined from the frames which are available for this 

thesis. It is likely that the substitution frame causes tone sandhi on the pitch contour of the 

word [f™,] ‘saddle used for yak’; that the rise is possibly caused by elision with the following 

nasal which has a higher starting point. 

The word /m4c4å/ [m4c47å\ ‘arrow’ is affected in a similar manner. The word has a relatively 

level pitch on the vowel nucleus when elicited in isolation (the word has modal voicing but 

is presupposed to have inherent lax voicing due to the voiced obstruent onset). In the 

substitution frame the word contracts a slightly rising pitch on the vowel nucleus (vowel 

nucleus marked within a rectangle; recording of speaker 1): 
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Phonetic transcription: 
             [m4              c47  å                 ]              [  l  h Måcyh [m4c4å\M å sG ç( Myn(  ]  

 

Figure 11. Pitch trace of the word /m4c4å/ [m4c47å\ ‘arrow’ in isolation and sentential context 
 

It could be projected that breathy voice is linked to rising contour – a viewpoint worth 

taking seriously, since it is supported by almost all of the data. Some words consistently 

retain the rising contour both when elicited in isolation and when in sentential context. Some 

words with lax phonation have a relatively level pitch contour when elicited in isolation but 

have a rising pitch in the sentential context outlined above. 

I conclude that the traditional ‘four box’ tonal system does not appear to fit this data. 

There is no phonemic contrast between high and low. Pitch is predictable according to the 

phonation type and/or syllable onset and therefore the distinction is considered to be 

redundant. Having stated this, I have two reservations. Whether there is a contour contrast 

within a phonation type is still not clear; further research should concentrate on finding 

substitution frames which would rule out the possibility of tone sandhi. Based on the data 

available for this thesis and due to the lacking tone frame material I am unable to answer the 

question. Secondly, I found no way of checking verb roots in sentential context since verbs 

always occur utterance-finally and are affected by utterance-final intonation. Due to this, the 

preceding analysis is based on monosyllabic nominals. 
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8.6. Disyllabic words 

 

8.6.1. Restrictions 

 

I have not studied the morphology of Limi in depth and therefore have not determined how 

tone behaves on suffixes. For example, the suffix [-k4å#] ‘SUFF.POSTP. (on, to, belonging to, 

instrumental)’ is almost always found at a low pitch regardless of the pitch level or the pitch 

contour of the preceding morpheme. Other affixes show the same tendency for having an 

extra-low pitch; [-cYh#] ‘GEN.; ERG.’, [-vÀ#.å#] ‘INF.SUFF.’, and so forth. Whether these suffixes 

can be said to be phonemically low tone, atonal or even devoid of the phonation type 

contrast is unknown. For example, one may posit that there is a minimal contrast between 

/k4å/ [k4å] ‘mountain pass’ and [-k4å#] ‘SUFF.POSTP. (on, to, belonging to, instrumental)’. The 

suffix is almost always pronounced at a lower pitch level than the morpheme. However, I 

have regarded this type of contrast as being invalid since tonal contrasts should be 

determined between words from the same lexical category. 

Moreover, disyllabic morphemes have not been contrasted with those monosyllabic 

morphemes having suffixes. Consider, for example, the pitch contour of the disyllabic 

morpheme /ohè£ˆlt/ [ohè£ˆlt] ‘knee’ and the monosyllabic morpheme with an infinitival 

suffix /jd?£ˆ-vå#/ [jd?£ˆ-vÀ#] ‘to be born-INF.SUFF.’. This could be seen as a contrast between the 

pitch patterns HH (or H-level over the whole morpheme) and ML (or falling contour over the 

whole word). However, this is not regarded to be a valid contrast since the words belong to 

different lexical categories. For these reasons I have refrained from using morphological 

units to prove lexical tonal contrasts in disyllabic words. 

This in turn results in the fact that I have had to avoid using verbal and most adjectival 

contrasts in the analysis, thus limiting the data base to 140 disyllabic (mostly nominal) words 
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elicited in isolation. Trisyllabic and quadrisyllabic words are outside the scope of this thesis 

as I am not yet well enough acquainted with the language to be able to distinguish 

polymorphemes. 

 

8.6.2. Phonation types and pitch patterns 

 

The phonation type of disyllabic words is heard the most clearly on the first syllable of the 

word. As with monosyllables three types of phonation type are encountered: lax, modal and 

tense. I am not able to take the discussion of phonation types any further at this time. 

Two pitch contours types were encountered in disyllabic morphemes (n=140). Firstly, 

some words (n=81) have a low pitch on the initial syllable and a higher pitch on the second 

syllable. Other words (n=40) have a relatively level pitch both throughout both of the 

syllables. These pitch contour types will be referred to as (a) and (b) respectively. Table 17 

presents data for the two types of pitch contour:  

 

Pitch contour type (a) 

#C[obstruent]V. /jGå#vd?/ [jGå#vD?] ‘one type of yak’, /oGhòˆqhèM/ [oGhòˆQH?M] ‘child’ 

/fåò,qhè/ [f™ò,Qhè] ‘happy’, /fd#,at?/ [fd#,at?] ‘old man’, [cn,#À,? . ctÀ,%ˆ] ‘stone’ 

#C[sonorant]V. [k4d#m4å?] ‘pashmina, goat’s hair’, /qx#,vå?/ [ß¢x#,v™,?] ‘bone’ 

-VC[plosive]. /k4å#joå?/ [kå#joå?] ‘hand/arm’ 

-VC[sonorant]. /å#lcYn?j/ [≈>å/#lcYç?j{] ‘ear’, /k4!ôk4åèl/ [k4h#,k4™?,l] ‘old clothes’ 

Pitch contour type (b) 

#C[obstruent]V. /n?k4d/ [>ç/?k4d] ‘neck’, /srhk4t/ [srhk4t] ‘fat, grease’, /jåqt/ [jÀQt] ‘white’ 

#C[sonorant]V. /kd£oå/ [kD£?oÀ] ‘brain’, /lt?ˆå/ [lt?ˆ™] ‘mist, fog’, /Mt(è£̂ må(/ [Mt(è£̂ mÀ(] ‘sweat’ 

-VC[plosive]. /å£?qåj/ [>å?/£Qå/?j{] ‘liquor’, /bGåjoå/ [bGPjo™] ‘ice’, /båjoå/ [bPjo™] 

‘excrement’, /Rnjoå/ [RçjoÀ.å] ‘wing’ 
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-VC[sonorant]. /oå?Mfå/ [oå(èMfÀ.å] ‘ground with grass’, /rdqln/ [rDQln] ‘nail (human)’, 

/jå?qlå/ [jå?QlÀ] ‘star’, /k4tMat/ [k4t(Mat] ‘wind’ 

Table 17. Pitch contour types in disyllabic morphemes elicited in isolation 
 

 The opposition between (a) and (b) observed on words elicited in isolation was also 

consistently retained in sentential context. Pitch contour type (a) is found on words with lax 

or modal phonation. Pitch contour type (b) is found on words with tense or modal phonation. 

Figure 12 illustrates the pitch in the two words /¸GN#oå?/ [¸GN#oå?] ‘belly’ (most likely lax 

phonation) and /kd£oå/ [kD£?oÀ] ‘brain’ (tense phonation). To simplify the pitch pattern I have 

added the relative pitch levels: 

 
Phonetic transcription: 
           [  ¸   G N#    o    å?       ]                                  [     k D/?        o   å?      ] 

 
Figure 12. Pitch traces of the disyllabic words /¸GN#oå?/ [¸GN#oå?] ‘belly’ and /kd£oå/ [kD£?oÀ] ‘brain’ 

 

 In some cases conditioning is encountered on the second syllable of words with pitch 

type (b). This conditioning is due to free variation or speaker-related preferences (not 

including words with low-pitched suffixes which were mentioned in Section 8.6.1.). 

No minimal pairs were encountered with a pitch contrast between a high level tone and 

low level tone. As mentioned in Chapter 7, pitch is relative and therefore the Fo of words 

elicited in isolation do not necessarily represent the underlying pitch. Consider, for example, 

the words /bGåjoå/ [bGPjo™] ‘ice’ and /båjoå/ [bPjo™] ‘excrement’ both of which are of 
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the pitch contour type (b). When recorded in isolation the words had considerably different 

Fo : the word /bGåjoå/ [bGPjo™] ‘ice’ had a relatively high level pitch of c. 235Hz (mid or 

high) whereas the word /båjoå/ [bPjo™] ‘excrement’ had a relatively level pitch of c.210Hz 

(low). The difference in Fo between these words, however, has been regarded as due to ran-

dom variation; the contrastive element between these two words is aspiration versus non-

aspiration on the word-initial palatal plosive. words with tense phonation naturally have a 

higher Fo but this is predictable according to the phonation type of the word. 

 

8.6.3. Stress placement or tone spread? 

 

In the previous section two types of disyllabic pitch patterns were found; [bu#bu?] and [bubu]. 

In this section I will discuss whether the distinction between these two types is stress place-

ment or tone spread over the whole morpheme. Stress in this context refers to a set of pho-

netic features which combine to render a syllable prominence in relation to its neighbouring 

syllables. A stressed syllable is generally understood to require greater articulatory effort. 

This is normally understood to be realised with one or more of the following phonetic 

features: intensity (loudness), vowel duration, vowel quality and higher pitch. However, 

which of these features coincide with stress in a given language is a language-specific issue. 

In some related Tibeto-Burman languages the concept of stress has been found to be 

redundant while in others it has been considered as distinctive in polysyllabic words. 

Weidert (1987:265) notes on the Tibeto-Burman languages Tamang, Thakali and Gurung 

that the tonal characteristics of these languages may at first be perceived as intensity or 

stress.5 On the related language Lhomi Vesalainen et al. (1976:57) state that tense voice is 

                                                   
5 Mazaudon (1976:81) maintains that in Tamang: “...a word can be defined as a string of one lexical item, noun or verb, 
monosyllabic or polysyllabic, followed by a number of affixes. Each such word, whatever the number of its syllables and the 
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often linked with loudness, but that there are no consistent stress patterns in the language. 

Hoehlig et al. (1976:49; explanatory addition mine) posit on the related language Kagate: 

 
“Stress is of minor significance. The main stress is usually on the first syllable. In disyllabic 
words of contour type 3 (that is, lax words with a rising contour tone) both syllables are equally 
stressed.” 

 

Conversely, in a discussion of the phonological word in Sherpa Gordon (1970:195) 

maintains that: 
 

“When the contrasts are maintained with monosyllabic variants, pitch (to a greater degree than 
stress, etc.) fulfils that function. When the contrasts are maintained in respect of disyllabic 
variants, as they most often are, stress placement (in collaboration with pitch) is the significant 
factor.” 

 

There may be some similarity between stress in Sherpa and stress in Limi. In monosylla-

bic morphemes in Limi there is a simple pitch contrast between a rising contour and a 

level/falling contour. In disyllabic morphemes it is possible that the contrast is more a 

question of stress placement. In disyllabic words, the syllable with possible stress (that is, the 

one with higher pitch) does not necessarily have a lengthened vowel nucleus nor do changes 

occur in the quality of the vowel nucleus of this syllable. There only seems to be a minimal  

difference in intensity between high pitched (stressed) syllables and low(er) pitched (non-

stressed) syllables. In fact, in some instances it seems that the intensity of a syllable with 

lower pitch may have the same or even a greater intensity than a syllable with high pitch. 

This observation is based solely on my impression; more accurate acoustic analysis is 

imperative in order to clarify the matter. 

Consider, for example, the Limi words /¸GN#oå?/ [¸GN#oå?] ‘belly’ and /kd£oå/ [kD£?oÀ] 

‘brain’ which were examined in the previous section as having a pitch contrast. If stress were 

contrastive in Limi, the word /¸GN#oå?/ [¸GN#oå?] ‘belly’ would be more appropriately 

                                                                                                                                                
number of its compounding morphemes, has one of four possible melodies. There are no stress differences among the syllables, 
no unstressed or weak syllables and no syllables with a neutral vowel.” 
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transcribed as /¸GN≈oå/ [¸GN≈oå] ‘belly’; in this case stress would be seen to cause higher 

pitch on the second syllable. Likewise, the word /kd£oå/ [kD£?oÀ] ‘brain’ would be better 

transcribed as /≈kd£oå/ [≈kD£oÀ] ‘brain’. The hypothesis has its advantages since it would 

explain the pitch variation of the pitch contour type (b) where the second, non-prominent 

syllable has a tendency to be realised with falling pitch.  

The occurrence of the epenthetic vowel [À.™] on non-prominent syllables may also 

support the hypothesis of stress placement. In words with the pitch contour type (a) the 

vowel phoneme /å/ may be realised as [À.™] in the first (i.e. non-prominent) syllable. 

Conversely, in words with the pitch contour type (b) the vowel is often realised as [À.™] in 

the second syllable. It should, however, be remembered that lax phonation also causes the 

realisation of /å/ as [™]. Therefore there are words of the pitch contour type (a) with the 

epenthetic vowel [™] in the second (i.e. prominent) syllable (eg. /k4!ôk4åèl/ [k4h#,k4™?,l] ‘old 

clothes’, [k4x#,o.a™?,] ‘spit, sputum’). 

Finally, a comparison of tonal contrasts in monosyllabic and disyllabic morphemes leads 

to a more theoretical level. Consider the following table:  

 
 monosyllabic morphemes disyllabic morphemes 

rising contour [bu%ˆ] or [bu%bsonorant] Zbu#bu?\ or possibly [bu≈bu\ 

falling/level contour Zbu\, [buˆ] or [bub] Zbubu\ or possibly [≈bubu\ 

Table 18. Monosyllabic and disyllabic pitch contours 
 

As stated in Section 6.2. the tone-bearing unit of the word in Limi is the morpheme. 

This standpoint has special relevance when dealing with disyllabic morphemes. The rule 

implies that a tone which is contained within one a monosyllabic morpheme as a rising 

contour will spread over the entire disyllabic morpheme. Thus the LM –pitch pattern which 

is found on the disyllabic words of the form Zbu#bu?\ would be a natural outcome of tone 

spread. This leads to the question whether words of the form /bu%/ [bu%ˆ] (eg. /on(Ò,/ [on(Ò,ˆ] 
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‘female, girl’) which have so far been considered as monosyllabic morphemes should 

actually be treated as [bu#-u?]. I find no evidence for this hypothesis since there are also 

occurences of the phonemic rise /   %/  within monosyllabic words with sonorant codas (eg. 

/RhÒM/ [RHÒM] ‘field’ and /sråÒv/ [srGå%v] ‘grandson’). These cannot be interpreted as being of 

the form [bu-b]. At this stage I am unable to discuss the issue of stress in further detail. 

 

8.7. Notes on sentence intonation  

 

The default intonation is a lowering on the the final 1–2 syllables of a sentence. In the 

following examples the pitch patterns of single words have not been taken into consideration 

and the intonation of the utterance has been simplified to a straight line: 

 
 
 
[intonation] 
[phonetic] m4hòkcYÀèM   cYhÒ¡    H    c4å#> 
[phonemic] mh?kcYå?M  sRh?j   ıDÒ   cå#j{ 
[literal gls] head-of-wheat  UNSPEC.DEM.  found  VRB-EX. 
[free gls]   ‘(They) find/found a head of wheat’ 

Figure 13. Example of default sentence intonation 
 

In +wh-question sentences the +wh question word has prominence in the utterance 

(greater intensity and higher pitch). The pitch of the two final syllables of the sentence is 

falling: 
 
 

[intonation] 
[phonetic] jgç  rt?   cåj   -oÀ# 
[literal gls] he  who  VRB-EX.  -Q-MRK. 
[free gls]   ‘Who is he?’ 

Figure 14. Example of intonation on +wh-question sentences 

In polar questions there is a rise on the sentence-final polar question particle [-oh]. The 

default utterance-final lowering rule does not therefore apply: 
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[intonation]  
[phonetic] chè   srgç?  ch?M -ßHòMlt?  ct#j   -ohè 
[literal gls] DEMONST.  lake   depth-big   VRB-EX.  -PQM. 
[free gls]   ‘Is this lake deep?’ 

Figure 15. Example of intonation on polar questions 
 

Sentences with nonfinite clauses are more complex. The non-finite clause of the 

sentence (which always occurs in sentence-initial position) obtains a rising pitch on the last 

1–2 syllables. The sentence-final finite clause retains the final-lowering pitch pattern: 
 

 

[intonation]  
[phonetic] sRtQÀ  så#ˆ ”mh?   sråloå  yNˆ  cå#j{ 
[literal gls] millstone use -INF.SUFF.  barley flour made VRB-EX. 
   [NON-FINITE CLAUSE]  [FINITE-CLAUSE] 
[free gls]   ‘The flour is made by using the millstone’ 

Figure 16. Example of intonation on non-finite and finite-clauses 
 

 

8.8. Conclusions and residue 

 

The following contrastive prosodic features have been found in Limi: /length/, /nasalisation/, 

/tense/, /lax/, /rising tone/ and /falling or level tone/. Words with the /rising contour/ toneme 

often seem to have lax phonation, whereas words with the /falling or level contour/ toneme 

seem to be free to have either tense or lax phonation. Further research should check whether 

the falling contour and level pitch are indeed free variants of each other; a re-recording of the 

data would prove beneficial as would more work on tone frames. The /tense/ versus /lax/ 

distinction is heard both on words in isolation and words in the speech stream. However, in 

many cases the phonation type is difficult to distinguish; how modal phonation relates to the 

distinction between /tense/ and /lax/ is still unclear. /Length/ seems to be contrastive within 

the /falling or level contour/ toneme whereas it is neutralised with the /rising contour/. 

Voicing on the syllable onset seems to have a slight pitch-depressing affect on the syllable 
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pitch (more clearly in words elicited in isolation than in words in the speech stream), but this 

is not found to be contrastive. Tense phonation causes higher pitch and lax phonation causes 

low pitch. These pitch differences are physiologically conditioned and therefore the 

distinction between high and low is considered redundant. 
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9. Summary 

 

In Chapter 2 of this thesis I discussed the dialectal situation of the five possible dialects of 

Humla Bhotia: Limi, Upper Humla, La Yakhba, Nyinba and Humli Khyampa. These 

observations were based on interviews in Kathmandu. A more accurate dialectal survey of 

the primary language area is imperative in order to clarify the linguisitic variation of the 

dialects and the location and population of the speakers of Humla Bhotia. 

In Chapters 3 to 8 I have attempted a preliminary phonological analysis of the Limi 

dialect of Humla Bhotia. I have concentrated on describing the contrastive units of the 

language from a taxonomic standpoint much along the lines of American structuralism. The 

vowel phonemes, consonant phonemes and the prosodic elements of the language have been 

studied. The conclusions presented in this thesis are tentative and should be cross-checked 

using a larger data base. In some sections it feels that more questions are raised than 

answered and therefore, throughout the course of this work I have attempted to point out the 

areas which would require further research. Of these the most important are: 

a. the occurrence of the palatal approximant as the second component of consonant 

clusters, 

b. the four-way contrast between voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, voiced and 

prenasalised voiced plosives, 

c. the variation of the fricative and affricate phonemes (this may alter the number of 

fricative and affricate phonemes in the phonemic inventory), 

d. the possible neutralisation of word-initial voicing and aspiration contrasts in the speech 

stream, 

e. the status of modal phonation in the prosodic system, and 

f. the behaviour of the falling/level toneme in sentential context. 
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Appendix 1: Language informants 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Mr. Kunchok Tsangpo Lama 
 
Mr. Kunchok Lama was my primary language 
informant and translator during work on the 
Limi dialect. Mr. Lama was born in the village 
of Jang but moved to Kathmandu several years 
ago to pursue his education. Mr. Lama has an 
excellent command of Nepali, Tibetan and 
English. 

 
 
 

 
Ms. Yishi PuThik Lama 
 
Ms. Yishi PuThik Lama worked alongside Mr. 
Kunchok Tsangpo Lama on the Limi dialect. Ms. 
Lama comes from the village of Jang where she 
spends a lot of the year. Ms. Lama’s talent in 
story-telling was especially helpful in research on 
the Limi dialect. 
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Mr. Paljor Lama 
 
Mr. Paljor Lama worked as my translator 
during research on the Upper Humla dia-
lect. Mr. Lama is a Helambu Sherpa (Yol-
mu) and has a fluent command of Yolmu 
(his mother tongue) and Nepali. He also has 
a good command of Standard Tibetan and 
English.  

 
 

Mrs. Khinzu Hongmo Lama 
 
Mrs. Lama worked with me on the Upper 
Humla dialect. Mrs. Lama is the mother of 
three children. She was born in the village of 
Tumbo where her father was the spiritual 
leader of the Tumbo Gompa (i.e. Buddhist 
temple). Mrs. Lama’s mother came from the 
trading village of Purang in Tibet. 
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Appendix 2: Maps of South Asia, Nepal and the primary language area 
 
 
The primary language area has been marked on Map 1 and Map 2 with an ellipse.  
 

Sources: 
 
Map 1.  Perry-Castañeda Library Map Collection (http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/india.html) 
Map 2.  Perry-Castañeda Library Map Collection (http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/nepal.html) 
 

Map 1: South Asia 

Primary language area 
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Primary language area 

Map 2: Nepal 
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Appendix 3: List of audio files on the accompanying CD 
 

page phonemic/phonetic transcription 
and gloss 

notes wave file 
on CD 

page iii /d%i/ [>d/%i] ‘elder sister’  001a.wav 

“ /s4å£/ [s4å£] ‘horse’  001b.wav 

“ /aå,%/ [a™,%ˆ] ‘permanently swollen; 
gnarl; soap bubbles’ 

 001c.wav 

page 2 /it%k4/ [i %́k4] ‘village’  001d.wav 

“ /jå?qlå/ [jå?Qlå] ‘star’  002.wav 

“ /iå?j-kå#/ [iå?>kÀ#] ‘yak-SUFF.POSTP.’ extracted from sentential context: 

[...fd#ˆvh?-ÏÀ# iå?>-kÀ# jå?k...] 
003.wav 

/jGåmxlan/ ‘sharp-edged’ 004.wav 

/jGå/ [jGå] ‘mouth’ 005.wav 

page 3 /jGåmxlan/ [jGåmxlan] ‘sharp-
edged’ 

[mx?lan] ‘sharp’ 006.wav 
page 12 [sH(èˆ.d(èˆmå#] ‘SUFF.POSTP. (above, on 

top of)’ 
 007.wav 

“ /oh/ [oh] ‘hip’  008.wav 

“ /od£/ [od£] ‘example’   009.wav 

“ /oGds4/ [oGDs4{] ‘to take-PAST’  010.wav 

“ /oGhs4/ [oGHs4{] ‘to open-IMP.’  011.wav 

page 13 /iåk4/ [iPk4] ‘bancrupt’ rising contour uncertain 012.wav 

“ /båM/ [bÀ(M] ‘wild horse’  013.wav 

“ /sRGtqå/ [sRGtQÀ.Àˆ] ‘millstone’  014.wav 

“ /aå,%/ [a™,%ˆ] ‘permanently swollen; 
gnarl; soap bubbles’ 

 015.wav 

“ /it%k4/ [i %́k4] ‘village’  016.wav 

“ /cyn#vn?/ [cyn(òvç?] ‘cross between a 
yak and a cow’ 

 017.wav 

page 14 /oh/ [oh] ‘hip’ word in Table 2 018.wav 

“ /ahÒm4/ ZaH%m4\ ‘to give-IMP.’ word in Table 2 019.wav 

“ /od£/ [od£] ‘example’ word in Table 2 020.wav 

“ /ad,%/ [ad,%ˆ] ‘to hide’ word in Table 2 021.wav 

“ /oxm4/ [ox(m4\ ‘sibling; brothers & 
sisters’ 

word in Table 2 022.wav 

“ ZoNˆ\ ‘juniper; to shift, to move’ word in Table 2 023.wav 

“ /aN,%/ [aN,%ˆ] ‘temporarily swollen; 
hidden’ 

word in Table 2 024.wav 
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“ /oå£M/ [oå(£M] ‘ground with grass’ word in Table 2 025.wav 

“ /aå,%/ [a™,%ˆ] ‘permanently swollen; 
gnarl; soap bubbles’ 

word in Table 2 026.wav 

“ /ot/ Zot\ ‘hair, whiskers’ word in Table 2 027.wav 

“ /at,/ [at,] ‘insect’ word in Table 2 028.wav 

“ /on/ Zoç\ ‘to throw (the water) 
away-PAST’ 

word in Table 2 029.wav 

“ /an,/ Zan,\ ‘edge’ word in Table 2 030.wav 

“ /oGh/ ZoGh>\ ‘to wipe’ word in Table 2 031.wav 

“ /oGhs4/ [oGHs4{] ‘to open-IMP.’ word in Table 2 032.wav 

“ /oGdi/ ZoGdi\ ‘that’ word in Table 2 033.wav 

“ /oGds4/ [oGDs4{] ‘to take-PAST’ word in Table 2 034.wav 

“ /oGx(ix/ [oGx(Òix#>] ‘to boil over’ word in Table 2; interpretation of 
rising contour uncertain 

035.wav 

“ /ogNs4/ [ogNs4{] ‘to take’ word in Table 2 036.wav 

“ /oGå-kå#/ ZoGå?kÀ#.å#\ ‘over there’ word in Table 2 037.wav 

“ /oGåj/ ZoGåj{\ ‘pig’ word in Table 2 038.wav 

“ /oGt Ïåo/ ZoGt ÏÀ.Po{\ ‘to 
blow-VRBL.’ 

word in Table 2 039.wav 

“ /oGtˆ/ ZoGtˆ\ ‘cave’ word in Table 2 040.wav 

“ /oGn/ ZoGç\ ‘male’ word in Table 2 041.wav 

“ /å#lcYn?j/ [≈>å/#lcYç?j{] ‘ear’  042.wav 

“ /t/ [>t/] ‘breath’  043.wav 

[jnå(ˆ\ 044.wav page 15 [jnå(ˆ.jtå(ˆ] ‘yak’s hide’ 
[jtå(ˆ] 045.wav 

[lt?ˆ™] 046.wav “ /lt?ˆå/ [lt?ˆ™] ‘mist, fog’ 
[lt?ˆt™] 047.wav 

[jgnd] no recording “ [jgnd.jgntd] ‘NP[pronoun] 3RD.PL.’  
[jgntd] no recording 

“ /¸Gn(òåè(ˆ/ [¸Gn(òåè(ˆ]‘a type of edible 
root’ 

 050.wav 

“ /t/ [>t/] ‘breath’  051.wav 

“ /vt/ [v.˜t] ‘NP[pronoun]2ND.SG.RESP.’  052.wav 

“ /srGåÒv/ [srGå%v•] ‘grandson’  053.wav 

“ /srGå/ [srGå] ‘salt’  054.wav 

“ /oGx(ix/ [oGx(Òi6x#>] ‘to boil over’  interpretation of rising contour 
uncertain 

055.wav 

“ /hvh/ [>h/èv•h] ‘old woman’  056.wav 

“ /jGå#vd?/ [jGå#v•D?] ‘one type of yak’  057.wav 
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page 18 [c4ht%.t%ˆ] ‘bullet’  058.wav 

[sRåˆ] 059.wav “ [sRåˆ . sriåˆ] ‘iron’ 
[sriåˆ]  060.wav 

page 19 /¸Gåj/ [¸Gåj{] ‘blood’ word used in Figure 2 061.wav 

“ /¸åM/ [¸å(M] ‘scale, bean balance’ word used in Figure 2 062.wav 

page 20 [fTYPE1n] ‘door’ word used in Figure 3 063.wav 

“ [fTYPE2n] ‘head’ word used in Figure 3 064.wav 

page 21 [Må fn Må s4gx>] ‘I see five doors’  065.wav 
“ [Må Mf7n Må s4gx>] ‘I see five heads’ frame used in Figure 4 066.wav 
“ /fn/ [fn] ‘door’  066a.wav 

“ /Mfn/ [Mfn] ‘head’  066b.wav 

page 22 /at,/ [at,] ‘insect’ word in Table 4 067.wav 

“ /c4Ns4/ [c4Ns4] ‘to sit-IMP.’ word in Table 4 068.wav 

“ /yN%ˆ/ [yN%ˆ>] ‘to make-PAST’ word in Table 4 069.wav 

“ /cyå,/ [cy™,] ‘place with many rocks’ word in Table 4 070.wav 

“ /YN%/ [YN%ˆ>] ‘to milk (a cow)’ word in Table 4 071.wav 

“ 
/cYå,%q§/ [cY™,%ß72] ‘to fix’ word in Table 4 072.wav 

“ /Áhˆ/ [Áhˆ] ‘to sit together’ word in Table 4 073.wav 

“ /Ïd / [Ïd] ‘eight’ word in Table 4 074.wav 

“ /ft/ [ft.tˆ] ‘nine’ word in Table 4 075.wav 

“ /lat,/ [lat,] ‘to carry on one’s back’ word in Table 4 076.wav 

“ /m4c4å/ [m4c47å\ ‘arrow’ word in Table 4 077.wav 

“ [y.myh] ‘to catch’ word in Table 4; prenasalisation 
uncertain 

078.wav 

“ [y.myH(Òm] ‘a precious stone’ word in Table 4; prenasalisation and 
rising contour uncertain 

078b.wav 

“ [cy.mcyx,m4] ‘a lie’ word in Table 4; prenasalisation 
uncertain 

079.wav 

“ /mcYn%q/ [mcYç%q] ‘to receive’ word in Table 4 080.wav 

“ /ÙÁx/ [ÙÁx>] ‘to go-PRESENT’ word in Table 4 081.wav 

“ [Mf.ft] ‘to be appreciated’ word in Table 4; prenasalisation 
uncertain 

082.wav 

page 23 /aåj/ [[aåj‘\speaker 1 Zaåj{ laåj{ 
aåj{]speaker 2] 

 083.wav 

page 24 /jå#M-aå?/ [jÀ#Maå?] ‘foot’  084.wav 

“ /å#l-cYn?j/ [≈>å/#lcYç?j{] ‘ear’  085.wav 

“ /k4å#j-oå?/ [k4å#joå?] ‘hand, arm’  086.wav 

“ /myNs4{/ [myNhs4{] ‘storeroom’  087.wav 
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“ /ogNs4/ [ogNs4{] ‘to take’  088.wav 

“ /sRNs4/ [sRNs4{] ‘to cut-IMP.’  089.wav 

“ /¸tqjGt/ [¸tQjG.ft] ‘root soup’  090.wav 

“ [k4x#,o.a™?,] ‘spit, sputum’  091.wav 

page 25 /lå?joå/ [lå?faÀ . lå?joÀ . 
lå?fUÀ] ‘son-in-law’ 

 092.wav 

“ /lhj/ [lHj‘/j{] ‘eye’  093.wav 

“ /m4åo/ [m4å(og.o{] ‘nasal mucus’  094.wav 

“ /c4å#laå?j/ [c4À#laå?j‘.j{] ‘mud’  095.wav 

“ .qå#Ïn?j/ [ß¢å#Ïç?p{] ‘horn’  096.wav 

“ /¸Gåj/ [¸Gåj{] ‘blood’  097.wav 

page 26 /srå/ [srå] ‘grass’ word in Table 5 098.wav 

“ /srNˆ/ [srNˆ] ‘to cook-PAST’ word in Table 5 099.wav 

“ /srGå/ [srGå] ‘salt’ word in Table 5 100.wav 

“ /srGNˆ/ [srGNˆ>] ‘colour’ word in Table 5 101.wav 

“ /cyå(,Ò/ [cy™(,Òˆ] ‘pot’ word in Table 5 102.wav 

“ /cyn#vn?/ [cyn(òvç?] ‘cross between a 
yak and a cow’ 

word in Table 5 103.wav 

“ [cy.mcyx,m4] ‘a lie’ word in Table 5 104.wav 

“ /sRt/ [sRt] ‘ten’ word in Table 5 105.wav 

“ /sRNs4/ [sRNs4{] ‘to cut-IMP.’ word in Table 5 106.wav 

“ /sRGt/ [sRGt] ‘water’ word in Table 5 107.wav 

“ /sRGNˆ/ [sRGNˆ] ‘religion, religious 
scripture’ 

word in Table 5 108.wav 

“ 
/cYå,%q§/ [cY™,%ß72] ‘to fix’ word in Table 5 109.wav 

“ [cYHòm4c4hè] ‘heavy’ word in Table 5 110.wav 

“ /mcYn%q/ [mcYç%q] ‘to receive’ word in Table 5 111.wav 

“ /mcYx%,/ [mcYx%,̂ >] ‘to touch’ word in Table 5 112.wav 

“ [rå] ‘one type of edible grass’ word in Table 5 113.wav 

“ /rN%/ [rN%ˆ>] ‘to eat-PAST 1ST.PL.’ word in Table 5 114.wav 

“ /yN%ˆ/ [yN%ˆ>] ‘to make-PAST’ word in Table 5 116.wav 

“ /myn/ [myç] ‘shape’ word in Table 5 117.wav 

“ /yx/ [yx>] ‘to make-PRESENT’ word in Table 5 118.wav 

“ /Rnj/ [Rçj{] ‘to come-IMP.’ word in Table 5 119.wav 

“ /RNs4/ [RNs4{] ‘to comb’ word in Table 5 120.wav 

“ /Yt/ [Yt] ‘bow (weapon)’ word in Table 5 121.wav 
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“ /YN%/ [YN%ˆ>] ‘to milk (a cow)’ word in Table 5 122.wav 

“ /RNs4/ [ri.RNs4{] ‘to comb’ possibly mistake in pronunciation 122a.wav 

“ [sRåˆ . sriåˆ] ‘iron’  123.wav 

“ /rd%/ [rd%ˆ] ‘to eat-PAST 1ST SG.’  124.wav 

“ /Rdˆ/ [Rdˆ] ‘to recognise’  125.wav 

“ /rhj/ [rHj{] ‘to tell-PRESENT’  126.wav 

page 27 /Rhj/ [RHj{] ‘body louse’  127.wav 

“ /mcYn%q/ [mcYç%q] ‘to receive’  130.wav 

“ /Yt%/ [Yt%ˆ>] ‘to sit-RESP.’  131.wav 

“ 
/cYå,%q§/ [cY™,%ß72] ‘to fix’  132.wav 

“ /mcYn%q/ [mcYç%q] ‘to receive’  133.wav 

“ /myn/ [myç] ‘shape’  134.wav 

[m4hòkcYÀèM cYhÒ¡ h c4å#j{] ‘they 
found a head of wheat’ 

135.wav “ 

/sRhj/ [sRHj{] ‘one; UNSPEC.DEM.’ 

 
used in Figure 13 

136.wav 

page 28 /qx#,vå?/ [ß¢x#,v™,?] ‘bone’  137.wav 

“ /qd#jn?j/ [ß¢d#jç?j{] ‘bone’  138.wav 

“ [q.ß2to{] ‘to gang up against some-
one’ 

 139.wav 

“ /q7n(ˆ/ [ß27n(ˆ] ‘aunt’  141a.wav 

page 29 /q7å/ [ø.ß27å] ‘hair’   141b.wav 

“ /q§å#jqå(èvå/ [ß27å#f7ß¢å(èvÀ#] ‘mushroom, 
fungus’ 

possibly /q§å#jRiå(èvå/ [ß27å#j˘å(èvÀ#] 142.wav 

/s4gåj{/ [s4gåj{] ‘distance’ no recording 

/qhòMatè/ [ß¢H#Mat?] ‘long’ 143.wav 

“ [s4Gå?œß¢H#MaT? . s4Gå?œH#MaT?] ‘far’ 

/s4GåjqhòMatè/ [s4Gå?œ.œß¢H#Mat?] ‘far’ 144.wav 
page 30 /fn#jn?q/ [fn#jç?q.ß2] ‘round’  145.wav 

“ /lt#jå?q/ [lt#jÀ?q§.ß27] ‘light brown’  146.wav 

“ [m4c47.c4å%q] ‘moon’  147.wav 

“ /k4å/ [ø.k4å] ‘god’  no recording 

“ [så(M ø.k4d-h] ‘bel. to the god 
[så(M]’ 

 no recording 

“ /k4årå/ [ø.k4årå] ‘Lhasa’  no recording 

“ /k4å/ [k4å] ‘mountain pass’  148.wav 

“ /k4å/ [ø.k4å] ‘god’  no recording 

“ /vt/ [v.˜t] ‘NP[pronoun]2ND.SG.RESP.’  148b.wav 
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page 31 [jgvx]‘NP[pronoun] 3RD.SG.MASC.POSS.’  149a.wav 

“ /ix/ [ix>] ‘to come-PRESENT’  149b.wav 

“ /oGx(ix/ [oGx(Òix#>] ‘to boil over’ word in Table 6; interpretation of 
rising contour uncertain 

150.wav 

“ /s4GN(ix/ [s4GN(èixò>] ‘to emerge’ word in Table 6 151.wav 

“ /d%i/ [>d/%i] ‘elder sister’ word in Table 6 152.wav 

“ /vå(/ [vå(.å(Ò] ‘milk’ word in Table 6; rising contour 
uncertain 

153.wav 

“ [jgvx]‘NP[pronoun] 3RD.SG.MASC.POSS.’ word in Table 6 154.wav 

“ [jgvh]‘NP[pronoun] 3RD.PL.MASC.POSS.’ word in Table 6 154b.wav 

“ [jGx£] ‘NP[pronoun] 2ND.PL.POSS.’ word in Table 6 155.wav 

“ /idvå/ [idvå] ‘good-COM.NOM.’ word in Table 6 156.wav 

“ /qx#,vå?/ [ß¢x#,v™,?] ‘bone’ word in Table 6 157.wav 

“ /jxq-vt/ [jxQvt] ‘sour, bitter’ word in Table 6 158.wav 

“ /sRGxq-vh/ [sRGxQvh] ‘cheese’ word in Table 6 159.wav 

“ /åv/ [>å/v] ‘elder brother’ word in Table 6 160.wav 

page 37 /on(Ò,/ [on(Ò,ˆ] ‘female, girl’  word used in Figure 5 161.wav 

page 38 /RhÒM/ [RHÒM] ‘field’  162.wav 

“ /¸Gh£/ [¸Gh£/>] ‘to lead someone’  163.wav 

recording at ‘high’ pitch 164.wav page 39 /m4åo/ [m4å(o{] ‘nasal mucus’ 
recording at ‘low’ pitch 165.wav 

page 41 /t/ [>t/] ‘breath’ word in Table 9 166.wav 

“ /hvh/ [>h/èvh] ‘old woman’ word in Table 9 167.wav 

“ /od£/ [od£] ‘example’ word in Table 9 168.wav 

“ /jGå/ [jGå] ‘mouth’ word in Table 9 169.wav 

“ [jgvx]‘NP[pronoun] 3RD.SG.MASC.POSS.’ word in Table 9 170.wav 

“ /qd%/ [ß¢d%ˆ] ‘a type of cloth’ word in Table 9 172.wav 

“ /jGåˆ/ [jGåˆ] ‘snow’ word in Table 9 173.wav 

“ [jnå(ˆ.jtå(ˆ] ‘yak’s hide’ word in Table 9 174.wav 

“ /d%i/ [>d/%i] ‘elder sister’ word in Table 9 175.wav 

“ [>t/?a-kå(.vÀ#] ‘to stand-INF.SUFF.’ word in Table 9 176.wav 

“ /jN£s4/ [jN£s4{] ‘to go-RESP.’ word in Table 9 177.wav 

“ /it%k4/ [i %́k4] ‘village’ word in Table 9 178.wav 

“ /k4å%l/ [k4å%l] ‘road’ word in Table 9 179.wav 

page 43 /srGnM/ [srGç(M] ‘business’  180.wav 

“ /jåM/ [jå(M] ‘marrow’  181.wav 
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“ /jGå%M/ [jGå(ÒM] ‘full’  182.wav 

“ /m4åo/ [må(o{] ‘nasal mucus’  183.wav 

“ /båM/ [bÀ(M] ‘wild horse’  184.wav 

“ /iå%M/ [iå(ÒM] ‘again’ extracted from sentential context 

[...on(Ò-ÏP# Ziå(ÒM\ cç¡™(cåj{...] 
/...on(Ò-Ïå# iå%M cnfdmcåj{.../ 

185.wav 

page 44 /iåk4/ [iPk4] ‘bancrupt’  186.wav 

“ /båjoå/ [bPjo™] ‘excrement’  187.wav 

“ /sRå(ˆ/ [sRå(ˆ] ‘spit, saliva’  188a.wav 

“ /on(Ò,/ [on(Ò,ˆ] ‘female, girl’  188b.wav 

“ /m4å(£/ [m4å(£] ‘nose’  189.wav 

“ /Må(£ˆ/ [Må(£ˆ] ‘tail’  190.wav 

“ /Ïx(òå(èˆ/ [Ïx(òå(èˆ] ‘guts, intestines’  191a.wav 

“ /oGx(ix/ [oGx(Òix#>] ‘to boil over’ interpretation of rising contour 
uncertain 

191b.wav 

page 45 /oGt. ZoGt\ ‘to blow...’ word in Table 10; extracted from 
ZoGt ÏÀ.Po{\ ‘to blow-VRBL.’ 

192a.wav 

“ /m4å(£/ [m4å(£] ‘nose’ word in Table 10 192b.wav 

“ /od£/ [od£] ‘example’ word in Table 10 194.wav 

“ /jGå/ [jGå] ‘mouth’ word in Table 10 195.wav 

“ /srGå/ [srGå] ‘salt’ word in Table 10 196.wav 

“ /m4å(£/ [m4å(£] ‘nose’ word in Table 10 197.wav 

“ /ın£k4/ [ıç]£k4] ‘to sleep-IMP.’ word in Table 10 198.wav 

“ /lh(ÒM/ [lH(ÒM] ‘name’ word in Table 10 199.wav 

“ /k4å£j/ [k4å£j{] ‘eagle, vulture’ word in Table 10 200.wav 

“ /oGtˆ/ ZoGtˆ\ ‘cave’ word in Table 10 201.wav 

“ /Må(£̂ / [Må(£̂ ] ‘tail’ word in Table 10 202.wav 

“ /jd£ˆ/ [jd£ˆ] ‘to grow’ word in Table 10 203.wav 

“ /jGåˆ/ [jGå]ˆ] ‘snow’ word in Table 10 204.wav 

“ /ad,%/ [ad,%ˆ] ‘to hide’ word in Table 10 205.wav 

“ /srNˆ/ [srNˆ] ‘to cook-PAST’ word in Table 10 206.wav 

“ /on(Ò,/ [on(Ò,ˆ] ‘female, girl’ word in Table 10 207.wav 

“ [Rtˆo{] ‘paper’ word in Table 10 208.wav 

page 46 /jGå/ [jGÀ]] ‘mouth’ word used in Figure 6 209.wav 

“ /jGåˆ/ [jGå]ˆ] ‘snow’ word used in Figure 6 210.wav 

“ [sRGhòk4ˆHèj{] ‘bird’  211.wav 

“ /sRGhòk4c4hèj/ [sRHòk4c4Ûèj{] ‘bird’  212.wav 
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“ /it%k4-kå/ ‘village-SUFF.POSTP.’ extracted from sentential context 

[...ıd#Qd? i´k4ˆÀ sRå?...] 
213.wav 

page 47 /kd£oå/ [kD£?oÀ] ‘brain’  214.wav 

page 48 /s4å£/ [s4å£] ‘horse’  215.wav 

“ /k4å£j/ [k4å£j{] ‘eagle, vulture’  216.wav 

“ /aå,%/ [a™,%ˆ] ‘permanently swollen; 
gnarl; soap bubbles’ 

 217.wav 

“ /fåò,qhè/ [f™ò,Qhè] ‘happy’  218.wav 

“ /m4c4å/ [m4c47å\ ‘arrow’  219.wav 

“ /aåj/ [aåj] ‘mask’  220.wav 

“ /m4c4å/ [m4c4å\ ‘arrow’  221.wav 

“ /få,/ [f™,] ‘saddle used for yak’  222.wav 

“ /fåò,qhè/ [f™ò,Qhè] ‘happy’  223.wav 

“ /k4å£j/ [k4å£j{] ‘eagle, vulture’  224.wav 

page 49 /jh£/ [jh£] ‘to lend’ word in Table 12 225.wav 

“ /od£/ [od£] ‘example’ word in Table 12 226.wav 

“ [jGx£] ‘NP[pronoun] 2ND.PL.POSS.’ word in Table 12 227.wav 

“ /s4N£/ [s4N£] ‘look-IMP.’ word in Table 12 228.wav 

“ /s4å£/ [s4å£] ‘horse’ word in Table 12 229.wav 

“ /k4å£j/ [k4å£j{] ‘eagle, vulture’ word in Table 12 230.wav 

“ /s4n£/ [s4ç£] ‘food’ word in Table 12 231.wav 

“ /srh/ [srh] ‘bone joint’ word in Table 12 232.wav 

“ /jGd/ [jGd] ‘NP[pronoun] 3RD.SG.POSS’ word in Table 12 233.wav 

“ /yx/ [yx>] ‘to make-PRESENT’ word in Table 12 234.wav 

“ ZoNˆ\ ‘juniper; to shift, to move’ word in Table 12 235.wav 

word in Table 12; speaker 1 (modal 
voicing) 

236.wav “ /m4c4å/ [m4c4å\ ‘arrow’ 

word in Table 12; speaker 1 (beathy 
voicing) 

236a.wav 

“ /on/ Zoç\ ‘to throw (the water) 
away-PAST’ 

word in Table 12 237.wav 

“ /Mfn/ [Mf7n] ‘head’ word in Table 12 237a.wav 

“ /sRGt/ [sRGt] ‘water’ word in Table 12 238.wav 

“ /ad,%/ [ad,%ˆ] ‘to hide’ word in Table 12 239.wav 

“ /aN,%/ [aN,%ˆ] ‘temporarily swollen; 
hidden’ 

word in Table 12 241.wav 

“ /cyå,/ [cy™,] ‘place with many rocks’ word in Table 12 242.wav 

“ /at,/ [at,] ‘insect’ word in Table 12 244.wav 
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page 

50–51 
/on(Ò,/ [on(Ò,ˆ] ‘female, girl’ word used in Figure 7 245.wav 

“ /¸Gå/ [¸Gå]] ‘hawk’ word used in Figure 7 246.wav 

“ /¸Gxˆ/ [¸Gxˆ] ‘wash-IMP.’ word used in Figure 7 247.wav 

“ /on(Ò,/ [on(Ò,ˆ] ‘female, girl’ word in Table 13 248.wav 

“ /aå,%/ [a™,%ˆ] ‘permanently swollen; 
gnarl; soap bubbles’ 

word in Table 13 249.wav 

“ /cyå(,Ò/ [cy™(,Òˆ] ‘pot’ word in Table 13 250.wav 

“ /rN%/ [rN%ˆ>] ‘to eat-PAST 1ST.PL.’ word in Table 13 252.wav 

“ /m4n(Ò/ [m4n(Òˆ] ‘younger brother/sister’ word in Table 13 253.wav 

“ /¸Gå/ [¸Gå]] ‘hawk’ word in Table 13 254.wav 

“ /s4å£/ [s4å£]] ‘horse’ word in Table 13 256.wav 

“ /sRt/ [sRt]] ‘ten’ word in Table 13 257.wav 

“ /rn/ [rç]] ‘tooth’ word in Table 13 258.wav 

“ /ın(£/ [ıç(Ê£] ‘to go mad’ word in Table 13 259.wav 

“ /¸Gxˆ/ [¸Gxˆ]’wash-IMP.’ word in Table 13 260.wav 

“ /jd£ˆ/ [jd£ˆ] ‘to grow’ word in Table 13 261.wav 

“ /få,/ [f™,] ‘saddle used for yak’ word in Table 13 262.wav 

“ /srNˆ/ [srNˆ] ‘to cook-PAST’ word in Table 13 263.wav 

“ [rå] ‘one type of edible grass’ word in Table 13 264.wav 

“ /måˆ/ [måˆ] ‘bride; daughter-in-law’ word in Table 13 265.wav 

page 51 /k4å%l/ [k4å%l] ‘road’ word in Table 14 266.wav 

“ /it%k4/ [i %́k4] ‘village’ word in Table 14 267.wav 

“ [m4c47.c4å%q] ‘moon’ word in Table 14 268.wav 

“ /srGåÒv/ [srGå%v] ‘grandson’ word in Table 14 269.wav 

“ /ld(£m4/ [ld(Ê£m4] ‘medicine’ word in Table 14 270.wav 

“ /ın£k4/ [ıç]£k4] ‘to sleep-IMP.’ word in Table 14 271.wav 

“ /¸Gåj/ [¸Gåj{] ‘blood’ word in Table 14 272.wav 

“ /m4d(£m4/ [m4d(£m4] ‘to press’ word in Table 14 273.wav 

“ /Mtk4/ [Mtk4] ‘silver, money’ word in Table 14 274.wav 

“ /srGå(v/ [srGå(v] ‘granddaughter’ word in Table 14 275.wav 

“ /s4h£M/ [s4H((Ê£M] ‘tin cup used for 
offering water to the gods’ 

word in Table 15 276.wav 

“ /s4n%,l/ [s4n(Ò,l] ‘bear’ word in Table 15 277.wav 

“ /s4tM/ [s4t(M] ‘to drink-PAST’ word in Table 15 278.wav 

page 52 /RhÒM/ [RHÒM] ‘field’  279.wav 
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“ /RhM/ [RHM] ‘wood’  280.wav 

“ /RhÒM/ [RHÒM] ‘field’ word used in Figure 9; 
extracted from sentential context 
[...rt#lan?kÀ# ZRhÒM\ cd#ojdmcå?j{...] 

281.wav 

“ /RhM/ [RHM] ‘wood’ word used in Figure 9; 
extracted from sentential context 
[...sGd#i ZRhèM\ cåò(M...] 

282.wav 

“ /¸Gå/ [¸Gå]] ‘hawk’  283.wav 

word used in Figure 9 284.wav page 53 /srå/ [srå] ‘grass’ 
word used in Figure 9 285.wav 

page 54 /s4å£/ [s4å£] ‘horse’ word in Table 16 286.wav 

“ /m4å(£/ [m4å(£] ‘nose’ word in Table 16 287.wav 

“ /jN£s4/ [jN£s4{] ‘to go-RESP.’ word in Table 16 288.wav 

“ /sGhM/ [sGHflM] ‘spread-IMP.’ word in Table 16 289.wav 

“ ZoNˆ\ ‘juniper; to shift, to move’ word in Table 16 290.wav 

“ /m4c4å/ [m4c47å\ ‘arrow’ word in Table 16 291.wav 

“ /k4å/ [k4å] ‘mountain pass’ word in Table 16 292.wav 

“ /jGåo/ [jGåo{] ‘needle’ word in Table 16 293.wav 

“ /c4Ns4 / [c4Ns4] ‘to sit-IMP.’ word in Table 16 294.wav 

“ /s4GnM/ [s4Gn(M] ‘to see’ word in Table 16 295.wav 

“ /få,/ [f™,] ‘saddle used for yak’ word in Table 16 296.wav 

“ /on(Ò,/ [on(Ò,ˆ] ‘female, girl’ word in Table 16 296b.wav 

“ /qn,/ [ß2n,] ‘corpse’ word in Table 16 297.wav 

“ [ÙÁ.Át,j] ‘dragon’ word in Table 16 298.wav 

“ [cy.mcyx,m4] ‘a lie’ word in Table 16 299.wav 

page 55 /lh(ÒM/ [lH(ÒM] ‘name’  300.wav 

“ /s4å£/ [s4å£] ‘horse’  301.wav 

“ /få,/ [f™,] ‘saddle used for yak’  302.wav 

page 56 [lh Må-cyh# [lh(ÒM\ Må sGç(Myn(] 303.wav 

“ [lh Må-cyh [s4å£\ Må sGç(Myn(] 304.wav 

“ [lh Må-cyh [f™,\ Må sGç(Myn(] 

 
 

frame used in Figure 10 
305.wav 

/m4c4å/ [m4c47å\ ‘arrow’ 306.wav page 57 

[lh Må-cyh [m4c4å\ Må sGç(Myn(] 

 
word and frame used in Figure 12 

307.wav 

page 58 [-kå#] extracted from sentential context 

[...cyn#vç?-kÀ# Mç(fd(mcåj{...] 
308.wav 

“ [-cYhò] extracted from sentential context 
[...ftòMfÀè”cYhò fdòvhè...] 

309.wav 
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“ [-vÀ#.å#] ‘INF.SUFF.’ as in the word /jd?ˆ-vå#/ [jd?ˆ-vå#] 
‘to be born-INF.SUFF.’ 

310.wav 

“ /k4å/ [k4å] ‘mountain pass’  311.wav 

“ /ohè£ˆlt/ [ohè£ˆlt] ‘knee’  312.wav 

“ /jd?£ˆ-vå#/ [jd?£ˆ-vÀ#] ‘to be born-
INF.SUFF.’ 

 313.wav 

page 

59–60 
/jGå#vd?/ [jGå#vD?] ‘one type of yak’ word in Table 17 314.wav 

“ /oGhòˆqhèM/ [oGhòˆQH?M] ‘child’ word in Table 17 315.wav 

“ /fåò,qhè/ [f™ò,Qhè] ‘happy’ word in Table 17 316.wav 

“ /fd#,at?/ [fd#,at?] ‘old man’ word in Table 17 317.wav 

“ [cn,#À,? . ctÀ,%ˆ] ‘stone’ word in Table 17 318.wav 

“ [k4d#m4å?] ‘pashmina, goat’s hair’ word in Table 17 319.wav 

“ /qx#,vå?/ [ß¢x#,v™,?] ‘bone’ word in Table 17 320.wav 

“ /k4å#joå?/ [kå#joå?] ‘hand/arm’  word in Table 17 321.wav 

“ /å#lcYn?j/ [≈>å/#lcYç?j{] ‘ear’ word in Table 17 322.wav 

“ /k4!ôk4åèl/ [k4h#,k4™?,l] ‘old clothes’ word in Table 17 323.wav 

“ /n?k4d/ [>ç/?k4d] ‘neck’ word in Table 17 324.wav 

“ /srhk4t/ [srhk4t] ‘fat, grease’ word in Table 17 325.wav 

“ /kd£oå/ [kD£?oÀ] ‘brain’ word in Table 17 326.wav 

“ /lt?ˆå/ [lt?ˆ™] ‘mist, fog’ word in Table 17 327.wav 

“ /Mt(è£̂ må(/ [Mt(è£̂ mÀ(] ‘sweat’ word in Table 17 328.wav  

“ /å£?qåj/ [>å?/£Qå/?j{] ‘liquor’ word in Table 17 329.wav 

“ /bGåjoå/ [bGPjo™] ‘ice’ word in Table 17 330.wav 

“ /båjoå/ [bPjo™] ‘excrement’ word in Table 17 331.wav 

“ /oå?Mfå/ [oå(èMfÀ.å] ‘ground with 
grass’ 

word in Table 17 332.wav 

“ /rdqln/ [rDQln] ‘nail (human)’ word in Table 17 333.wav 

“ /jå?qlå/ [jå?QlÀ] ‘star’ word in Table 17 334.wav 

“ /jåqt/ [jÀQt] ‘white’ word in Table 17 335.wav 

“ /Rnjoå/ [RçjoÀ.å] ‘wing’ word in Table 17 336.wav 

“ /k4tMat/ [k4t(Mat] ‘wind’ word in Table 17 338.wav 

“ /¸GN#oå?/ [¸GN#oå?] ‘belly’ 339.wav 

page 60 /kd£oå/ [kD£?oÀ] ‘brain’ 

 

words used in Figure 13 
340.wav 

“ /bGåjoå/ [bGPjo™] ‘ice’ word used for measurement 343.wav 

“ /båjoå/ [bPjo™] ‘excrement’ word used for measurement 344.wav 
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page 

62–63 
/k4!ôk4åèl/ [k4h#,k4™?,l] ‘old clothes’  345.wav 

“ [k4x#,o.a™?,] ‘spit, sputum’  346.wav 

“ /¸GN#oå?/ [¸GN#oå?] ‘belly’  347.wav 

“ /kd£oå/ [kD£?oÀ] ‘brain’  348.wav 

page 64 /on(Ò,/ [on(Ò,ˆ] ‘female, girl’  349.wav 

“ /RhÒM/ [RHÒM] ‘field’  350.wav 

“ /sråÒv/ [srGå%v] ‘grandson’  351.wav 

“ [m4hòkcYÀèM cYhÒ¡ h c4å#>] ‘They 
found a head of wheat’ 

sentence used for Figure 13 352.wav 

“ [jGç rtè cåj-oÀò\ ‘Who is he?’ sentence used for Figure 14 353.wav 

page 65 [chè srgçè cHèMßHòMltè ctòj-ohè\ ‘Is 
this lake deep?’ 

sentence used for Figure 15 354.wav 

“ [sRtQÀ.tÀ såòˆmhè sråloå yNˆ cå#j{\ 

‘The flour is made by using the millstone’ 

sentence used for Figure 16 355.wav 

 


